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ExE  SUMMARY

The Purpose

of the Study

The National Minimum Wage was introduced in h’eland in April

2000. A survey of firms was carried out by the The Economic and

Social Resea~h hlstitute prior to its introduction, as part of :1
prospective analysis of the likely impact of tile nlinimum wage.

Time present study is based on a furtiler survey carried out in late

2000/early 2001, commissioned by the Del)arhllent of I’~nterprise.

Trade and Employnlent. Tilis survey interviewed I>otil a substar~tial
proportion of time firms in the earlier sanlple - for whom time

situation "before and after" time mininlum wage can ix: directly

coral)areal - and significant nunlbers of oilier fh-nls. Here the
results from these Stll~,eys are used to assess time impact of the

minimum wage on employment, wage levels and other aspects of

work organisation among Irish firnls. Broader isst.les relating to tile
impact on the earnillgS distribution alld on IlOt.lseho]d irlcoi11es,

requiring complementary analysis of individual and household-

level data rather than infomlation from fimls, are not addressed.

The 1998/99
Survey of

Firms

The sl)ecially-designed survey of firms carried out in late

1998/early 1999, before time mininmm wage was introduced,

obtained infornlation fronl 1,062 Irish private sector firms. About

one in five employees in these fimls were being paid less than

fILL4.50 an hour. About three-quarters of employers in the sura,ey
were aware of tile i)roposed Illillilllt.llll wage, But II1:111}’ did not

know its derailed specification. Only about I1 pet" cent said they

had taken steps to prepare for time inininlulll wage, and even in the
sectors most affected this figure was no higher than one-quarter.

The Follow-up
Survey

Like time original survey, the follow-up survey was designed

principally to collect derails oi1 time current enll)foyment structure
of private sector firms. A range of information on tile firm itself

and O11 perceptions of time effects of time nlininltlnl wage was also
obtained. All time firms who completed time first survey were

included in the target sanlple for the second one, as well :is a
further r:mdonl sample of 1,160 fimls, selected on a random

stratified basis. The overall response rate in the suta,ey was 53 per
cerlt.
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Key

Characteristics

and Trends

Most firms in most sectors in tile follow-up sula,ey said they had

no employees paid IR£-/t.50 or less per hour; textiles and clothing

manufacture, retailing, and hotels/bars/restaurants ",’.,ere tile

exception. Most sectors ancl firms were doing well in terms of
trends in profits and volume of business, but firnls with low paid

employees were doing less well. Staff turnover had increased

particularly in retail and personal services, and recruiting staff was

seen as a problem hy many fimls. Basic labour costs were also
identified :is :in important i)rohlenl b7 a sul)stantlal proportion of

finns, more than in tile previous survey. "];his highlights the
tighmess of the labour inarket around the time the mininlunl wage

was intrc<luced.

Perceptions of

the Impact of

the Minimum

Wage

While virtually :ill the respondents to the survey Ilad heard

al)out the nlininlulu wage, significant proportions {lid not know

exactly when it had been introduced or the exact level at whicil it
was set. Only a small minority had availed of the reduced rotes

payable for young/inexperienced workers.

About 5 per cent of employees were said to ]lave received an

increase in pay as a direct resuh of tile minimum wage, and al)out

13 per cent of firms said that they had to increase pay for

employees above tile minimuna wage to restore differentials.
However, over 80 per cent of firms said that, in the light of trends

in the Irish labour market, they would have had to increase wage
rates anyway. Only 16 per cent of firms said that tile minimum

wage directly increased their labour costs, and for half of these tile

increase was less than 5 percentage points.

Only 5 per cent of resl)ondents said they would be employing

more people today in the absence of the minimum wage,

representing an extra 5,000 employees across all firms in the
population. However, almost half of this total v,,as in firnls which

(lid not now actually employ anyone paid IR£4.50 or less,

suggesting that this figure is if anything an over-estimate.

Changes in

Pay Structures

The percentage of workers veho earned 1R£4.50 per hour or less

fell from 21 per cent in 1998/99 to just over 4 per cent in

2000/2001. Tile risk of being lov,, paid varied according to full
time/part time status, sector, gender and age in a way that is

familiar from previous surveys, with young workers and women

facing a higher probability and low pay being prevalent in sectors
such as textiles, retailing, hotels etc. and personal see,ices. The

nlaifl concentrations of stlb-nlinimLina wage workers were in

occupational grades related to sales and lYersonal services.



Changes in the
Common

Sample of
Firms

We then considered changes in the structure of employment at

the level of tile individual firm for the sub-sample of cases which
participated in both rounds of the survey. The prol)ability of going
out of business over tile period was most strongly related to their
having experienced a fall in their profit levels over the preceding
12-month period. The proportion of minimum or sul)-minimum
wage workers in tile workforce did not appear to lye a factor
influencing that probability.

As one would expect in the light of the cross-sectional results,
only small percentages of fimls remained with persistently high
levels of nlinimuiTI wage employees over tile period ill question
and veW few actually increased the percentage of their workforce
paid at this level. The firn~s in question appeared to Ix~
concentrated principally in tile retail sector, with some lesser
concentrations in the Hotel/Restaurant/Bar sector.

Econometric
Estimates of

the Impact of
the Minimum

Wage

Using data for the firms included in both tile before and after
sur,,eys, statistical analysis sought to pin-point the effect.,; of the
national mininlum wage, notably on employment levels. Tile
results showed that employnyent growth among fimls which had
low-wage workers in the first survey was not significantly different
to that for firms which had t’to such workers. However,
employment grov,,th may indeed have been reduced among the
small numlyer of finns most severely affected by the minimum
wage legislation.



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1
The Context

for the Study

A National Minimum Wage was introducecl for tile first time in

Ireland in 2000. It took effect from 1 April 2000, at a level of

11/£6.40 per hour for experienced adult employees and lower

figures for those under 18, first-time job entrants or those

undergoing training. It marked a significant departure front tile
more limited system of Joint Labour Committees which have for

many years regulated pay rates and working conditions in specific

occupations and sectors.

The conlmitnlent to introdtlce a n;dltJonal IllinilmlUlll wage W:lS

contained in tile Government’s 1997 Action Programme for tbe

Nero Millennium, and the National Minimum Wage Conlnlission

appointed by the Government reported in early 1998. Prior to

introduction, an interdepartmental group of officials set up to deal
with issues relating to the implementation of tile minimum wage

commissioned a study of its likely impact (Nolan et al., 1999). That

study estimated how many employees would be affected by tile

minimunl wage, and looked at time likely impact on work

incentives and    klboLir supply,    and    oft    employment,
competitiveness and inflation. In doing so it drew on a nunlber of

data sources, including time Living in h’ekmd surveys carried out by

tile ESRI. and employed the SW, TI’CH tax-benefit nlicro-simuk~tion

model and tile I-IFRMF_S macro-model of the hish economy.

This prospective inlpact study also included a substantial new

survey of finns, which obtainecl detailed information on overall

employment, employment at wage levels affected by the minimunl

wage, sector and type of activity, profitabiliW, tile importance of
¯ ,,.,age costs and tile scope for substitution of capital for Ill)our,

knowledge alx~ut tile mininmm wage and subjective evaluations

by employers of its likely impact. The sulvey ,.’,,:is carried out by

the E.SRI’s Survey Unit in late 1998/early 1999, with over-sampling

of particular sectors likely to be most affected, and obtained

responses from over 1,000 firms. As was highlightecl at tile time,

this was very important not only for time prospective impact study
but also for monitoring and evaluation after the event, since time

same sample of finns could be surveyed again after the mininmm
wage was introduced.

The Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment

subsequently commissioned a further survey of firms, carried out

in late 2000/early 2001 by tile ESRI’s Survey Unit. This survey

interviewed both a substantial proportion of the firms in tile

1998/1999 sample - for whom tile sitttation "before and after" tile

nminimum wage can Ix~ directly compared - and significant

1
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numbers of other firms. In this study tile results from this survey of

firms, and the earlier one. are used Io assess tile impact of tile

minimum wage on employment and wage levels and other aspects

of work organisafon among Irish finns. This provides important
new material relevant to assessment of the effects of the minimum

wage. It does not of course represent a comprehensive basis on

which to make an overall assessment, since the minimum wage is
intended to affect not only firms and individual earnings but also

household incomes and poverty. Here our focus is firmly on what
is happening at the level of the firm, and a complementary

analysis based on individual/household data (such as that obtained

in the Living in Ireland surveys) will lye required Ix’fore a full
account of the impact of the intrc<luction of the minimum wage

and its success in attaining its aims can be given.
This chapter provides tile background and context in which the

results of the new suta,ey are to be set. We begin by recalling in

Section 1.2 the thrust of the findings of the prospective impact

study. Section 1.3 describes the survey of firms that coml)rised one
element of the impact study and ser,,es as tile baseline for much of

the present study. Section 1.4 looks at trends in the labour market

and macroeconomy since t]-lat study was conlpleted, which are

critical in interpreting tile results of the new survey and uses them
to inform an assessment of the impact of the n-linimum wage.

Finally, Section 1.5 presents a detailed description of the
specification of the minimum wage as introduced in April 2000.

1.2
The

Prospective

Impact Study

Tim study Oil tile likely inlpacl of the national minimum wage

was carried out by a team of researchers led by the ESRI and

including contributers from the National University of lrekmd,
Maynooth, and University College London/I.ondon School of

Economics (Nolan el al., 1999). It focused primarily on a minimunl

wage at tile nominal rate of IILg4/i0 (or 70 lyer cent of that figure

for those aged under 18) mentioned by the Minimum Wage
Commission (1998). Ahemative specifications were also examined

to test the sensitivity of the results, nalnely rates of IF,£4 and IR£5
per hour.

Tlae study assunled that the n-lJnil-lltll-l-i ~vcige would lye
introduced in April 2000, so that the analysis entailed projection
forward from tile base of infom-lation availal)le when the study

was being completed in early 1999. In particular, the distribution

of earnings shown by the ESRI’s 1997 Living in Ireland Survey was
projected forward to April 2000 in order to estimate the numlyers

likely to be directly affected I)y tile minilmml wage. The core

assumption adopted was that median earnings would increase by
about 15 per cent between Octolyer 1997 and April 2000, and that
earnings at the very Dotton-i would rise by about 4 per cent l’llOre

than the median (as they had between 1994 and 1997).
Projecting forv.,ard from tile 1997 sur,,ey on this basis suggested

that 13.5 per cent of all employees would be under IR£4AO (or
IFLL3.08 if under 18) in 2000. the study’s central estimate of the
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nnnlbers likely to be below tile specified inininlunl wage. Val3,ing

the projected increases in median and Iov,,er earnings bep, veen

1997 and 2000 still produced a figure in the range 13-15 per cent.
The profile of the eml)loyees failing Ixdow the specified minimum

wage was veW similar to that presented in Nolan’s (1999) study

for the Mhlimum Wage Commission, which had Imen based on the
ESRFs 1994 sun, ey. More than half those below the minimunt

wage ’.’,,ere ’¢VOillen. about one-thlrd were working less than 30
hours per week, and over 40 per cent were aged under 25.

Clerical and service workers were heavily over-represented anlong

those I:xe.low tile minimum.

The overall increase in gross earnhlgs associated with the
specified minimum wage was estimated to be 1.6 per cent of total

gross earnings. The like]y scale of increases in wages above the

minimunt as a reaction to Ihe narrowing of differentials - "spill-

over" - was very difficult to assess, but assuming that only those

located within 50 Fmr cent of the miffimum itself were affected,

and that they obtained additional increases tapering from 5 per

cent down, it was shown that spill-over would bring the total wage

bill increase up from 1.6 per cent to 2 per cent. Sub-sectors

identified its facing wage bill effects v.,ell above avenge included
textile and apparel manufacturing, sale ancl repair of motor

vehicles and sale of autonlotive fuel, retail trade other than motor

vehicles, hotels, restaurants and bars, other personal sen, ices and

household domestic employees.

Simulating the impact of tile minimum wage on rel)lacement
rates suggested that it woukl lead to some improvement in

financial work incemives and labour force participation rates were

expected to rise in response to the introductiOl’l of the mininlunl

wage, pilrticularly anlongst women.

The ESRI’s HEt6I,IES macroeconomic model was used to

estinlate the overall impact of the minimum wage on employment,
unemployn’mnt and competitiveness. The central simu[ation results

suggested a fall in employment of 13,500, equivalent to 0.9 per
cent of total forecast employment in 2000. This was driven in

equal measure by a direct impact on the demand for low-wage

lal)our, and a decline in the demand for higher+wage labour due to

the indirect impact on inflation, increasing wage denlands and

reducing competitiveness. These estimates did not take into

account the potentially imsitive impact of a minimum wage on
effort and productivity levels and turnover of employees, or

nlonopsony in parke, of the low-wage lid>our nlarket.

The study also noted that the Irish minimum wage was going to

lye higher in nominal temls thafl the minimunl introduced in the

UK at stg£3.60 in 1998, and in relative terms the Irish minimum

was likely to represent alxmt 56 per cent of median earnings for

those aged 18 or over, while the UK minimum wage for those

aged 22 or more was 47 per cent of their median hourly wage. In

addition, the UK youth rate applies to all those aged under 22,
whereas in the Irish case 18 was the age cut-off ahhough reduced



rotes also al)l)ly in some other circumstances, as speh out in detail

in Section 1.4 below.

1.3

The 1998/99
Survey of

Firnls

Tile specially-designed survey of firms carriecl out in late

1998/early 1999 as part of tile prospective study on tile likely
impact of tile minilnum wage serves as benchmark for much of the

present study and it is, therefore, important to describe it in some
detail at this point. Tile princil)al objective of tile stna,ey was to

provide a rel)resentative picture of size and structure of the

v.,orkforce among private sector employers with particular
emphasis on a breakdown of employment in tenns of occul)ational

grade and I)asic pay structures. The questionnaire sought details on

workforce size and structure dislinguishing full time and part time
employees, hourly pay hinges, age and gender; the extent of

vacancies, hirings, and departures from the enterprise in the 12

months preceding the sur,,ey; and direct and indirect questions to

assess attitudes and perceptions .’.lmong businesses to tile
introduction of minilnum wage legislation, as well as views on its

likely impact on employment and business activity.
"llm questionnaire recorded derails in respect of the entire

business enterprise or firm in contrast to tile establishment, outlet
or branch. The effective sample was subsequently re-weighted to

represent the totality of business entelprises in Ireland. A mrtdona

stratified sanll)le of businesses was selected from lists of firnls
which are maintained in the F.SP, I. Prior to sample selection these

firms were stratified according to sector, size (number of
employees) and region. A total of 8 sectors was used for

stratification prior to sample selection as follows: building and
construction; lll[inklfacturing of textiles and al)l)arel; other

manufacturing     and     i)roduction;     retail:     wholesale:

Ixmking/property/rendng/business services; hotels/restau r:mts;

bars; i)ersonal services; other services. Within each sector firms
were also stradfied according to a numl)er of employees. Firms
were st~ttified by region within each of these broader
stratifications. A disproportionate systenaatic sanlple was Ihen

selected with a view to ensuring that each sector/size slratulll
wotl]d be reasonably represented in terlllS of absolute nunll)er of

cases in tile final effective sample for analysis and reporting.

A total valid sanlple of 2,330 enterprises was selected. A total of
1,062 questionnaires were successfully completed so the effective

response rate was 46 per cent, in line with what one might expect
for a general sample of the population of finns. A total of 394

Iirms refused to i)anicipale in fieldwork while a further 397 were
unavailable for interview throughout that period and the remainder

could either not be located or returned some "other" response
outcome. Prior to analysis, the responding firms were statistically

adjusted so :is 1o ensure that tile strtlcture or composition of tile
effective salnple was in lille with tile structure or composition of

tile popuknion from which it was selected according to a number
of important classificatolT variables such as size. sector etc. All



questionnaires ,,’,’ere completed on a personally administered basis

which invoh,ed an interviewer paying a visit to each respondent

and completing tile instrume~lt on site. (Responses ",;,ere nlost

often received from the person car~,ing out Ihe functions of
personnel manager.)

One of tile primary purposes of tile firm survey was to derive

an estimate of tile overall numbers likely Io Ixe directly affected by

tile minimum wage, and of time sectors most affected. Tile key

finding was that workers on an hourly wage of less than IR£4.50
constituted 21 per cent of all private-sector employees in the finns

surveyed. (This was consistent with tile results for tile private

sector from time 1997 ESRI household survey examined m detail

elsewhere in Ihe prospective impact study.) Women, part time
workers and those aged under 18 faced time grealest risk of I>eing

low paid. However tile majority of those receiving an hourly wage
of less than 11{£4.50 were full time and over 18 years. Sales and

personal ser’,qce workers were time occupations both facing the
grcamst risk of low pay and accounting for tile majorily of low

paid workers. Associated with these occupations were industries

SLICN aS the retail sector and hotel and restaurants, although certain

manl.lfactklring sectors stlch as textiles and apparel were also seen
as likely to be disproportionately affected. Small firms did not

appear more likely to have minimum wage workers than bigger
ones, and in all 42 per cent o1: firms said Ihat tile}, currently

employed al least some stuff al IR.~,4.50 or less per hour.
To assess these fimls’ views on tile likely impact of the

inn’oduction of fl nlininlunl wage, respondents were asked to
consider a siluatioll in which tile hourly wage of adult employees

(i.e. those aged 18 years and over) paid less than llL~-~.50 per hour

rose Io a mininmnl basic hourly nile of 1R£zi.50. (That figure was

used because subsequent questions probed respondents’
knowledge of tile actual level at which tile mininlunl is to be set.)

Stlbstantial ntlnlbers said thai cutting back on profit nlargills and

improved staff morale were likely. Relatively small numbem said
thai substitution of labour with capital was likely, while about 20

per cent fell Ihal producfivily increases were likely. About one-
third of firms felt that tile minii’nulll wage would be likely to

reduce staff turnover, and al)out one-quarter said that they would
retntin/tLpgnllde work of ctln’rent Slal-l’. Seventeen per cenl i~ldicaled

that tile introduclion of tile minimum wage could result in their

going out of business - though tile possibility of strategic response

IIILISt be noted there, with resl)ondenls having .cin incentive to
over-slale tile likely impact in order Io influence policy. About 56
per cent of finns indicated that stuff/unions would probal~ly insist

on resloration of pay differentials as a result of tile minimum

wage. About 40 per cenl fell thal tile mininlt.lnl wage would be
"likely" to have no effect on their business, while tile same
proportion t;eh that was unlikely.

Finally. finns’ knowledge of Ihe Illillimtlnl wage proposals was

probed. AlmosI three-quarlers had heard aboul proposals on tile
minimum wage. However. when asked aboul tile level at vehich it
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would be intrcxluced only 8 per cent of those who said they had

heard of it were able to quote the IILL4.40 rote, with a further 31

per cent mentioning IR,£/I.50, and only 26 per cent knew that it
was to be introduced in the year 2000, When asked about the sub-

nlinJnluln Xvilge proposals wage for young persons and trainees, as

many as 88 per cent of those who had heard of the milaimum
wage proposals indicated that they had either never heard of or

did not knox’., tile level of this sub-minimuln rote.

As well as contributing substantially to the prospective impact

study, the fact that the survey of firms was CalTied out in 1998/99

was recogrdsed at tile time as very important for fnture monitoring

and evaluatioi’t of tile impact of tile minimunl wage. Being able to
sun’ey the Sallle sample of finllS before and after tile Jntro(IklCtion

of the minilnuln wage greatly enhances prospects of a reliable
evaluation of its actual effects after the event. Exploiting this

potential is one of tile nl:lin ainls of tile present study, and we turn

in tile next chapter to a description of tile sun,ey of fil-ms carried
out in late 2000/early 2001, which re-inte~,iewed a substantial

proportion of tile respondents to tile 1998/99 survey as well as a

significant nnmber of other fimls. Before turning to the results of

that more recent survey on which this study is focused, it is worth

sketching out in the nexl section key trends in tile Irish economy

after tile in’tpact study ,,,.,as completed which are relevant to tile
impact of tile mininmm wage.

1.4
Macro-

economic and
Labour Market
Developments

In considering relevant trends in the Irish economy after tile

impact study was completed, tile evolution of elnployment and
wage levels is clearly of central iml)ortance. Restrained wage

growth had been a notable feature for much of tile 1990s, due to a

Colnbination of factors including tile social partnership agreements

pay norms, lower personal income tax rates anti strong growth in

the supply of labour. However, tile labour market tightened
significantly in tile late 1990s, with employment growing by over 6

per cent in 1999 and tile unemployment rote falling below 5 per

cent at tile end of 1999. These factors served to put upward

pressure on wage rates across all sectors of tile econollly aS labour

became increasingly scarce.

Economic activity accelerated from already high growth rotes,
with GI)P growing by ahnost 10 per cent in real temts in 1999 and

even faster in 2000, while real GNP grew by ahnost 8 per cent in

1999 and 10 per cent in 2000. Total employnmnt increased
significantly, with an additional 95,600 persons in work in 1999

and a further increase of 75,000 in 2000. Tile labour force

continued to grow veq, rapidly by international standards,

reflecting rising lalx)ur force participation rates, the natural
increase in those of working age and net immigration. An indicator

of potential labour supply is provided by tile numlx:r of

unemployed persons and discouraged workers as a percentage of
tile labour force, inclusive of discouraged workers (who are not

looking for work). By late 1997, approxinmtely 11 per cent of tile



labour force consisted of unemployed and discouraged workers,
whereas by 2000, Ibis number had halved. Those with a loose

attachment to the labour market had thus increasingly been drawn

into the labour force.
The rise in employnlent was accompanied by a marked clecline

in tlnenll)lo),ment and Iong-ternl unemploynlent. The iltlnlbers

unemployed fell from 125,000 in 1998 to 95,000 persons in 1999,

and were down to 73,000 in 2000. The unemployment rate
continued to fall, reaching 5.6 per cent in 1999 and 4 per cent in

2000. The longqernl unelnployment rate also inore thai1 hah,ed

fronl the beginning of 1998 to 2000. This level of unemployment

clearly l)laces workers in a strong v.,age bargaining position, as

elnl)loyers have to bid up wage rates in order to retain and attract
labour.

Evidence on earnings trends across a I)road range of

occupations and sectors shows that wage inflation began to

accelerate significantly from 1997 onwards. Data on industrial

earnings indicate that average hourly earnings increased by about
17 per cent bep, veen 1997 and 2000. Average hourly and weekly

earnings in tile construction industry were tip about 30 per cent.
Average eamillgs ill tile public sector rose by about ]5 [2~1 cent

over tile same peric~l.

Collsunler prices rose by only al~Otlt 2 per cent during 1998 and

1999 on average, but accelerated sharply towards tile end of 1999,

and ill 2000 were up 5.6 per cent on average. Some of this
increase was due to a nunlber of special factors snch as a

budgetaW increase in tobacco taxes and high oil prices, as well as

a fall in the euro :llld then rising interest rates. However, rotes of

price increase for services alld related expenditure, some in labour

intensive sectors where tile illininlunl wage is particularly relevanl,
also contribuled.

Overall, then, from tile period of the study into the likely

inlpact of tile minimum wage in Ireland up to tile date of its
introduction the economy perfomled very strongly indeed. Over

tile three years fi’om 1997 to 2000 average earnings in the non-
agrictfllural sector rose by arotlnd 5,5 per cent a year. "l’his is

broadly consistellt wJlh tile rate of increase assl.lllled ill tile
prospective study from tile 1997 sureey data on the distribution of

earnings - then the latest available. Unlc, rtunalely, it is not clear at
this stage how trends varied by level of earnings or skill, but there

are some indications that growth for the leasl skilled has been

significantly higher than the average, i)erh:ips Io a greater extent
than assumed in the prospective study. This analysis of labour

market and nlacroeconomic trends Lip tO tile introduction of tile

nlillinltlnl wage suggests that if anything fewer workers may have
been affected than tile inlpact study’s central estimate, with the

effect on the wider economy correspondingly reduced.
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1.5
The National

Minimum

Wage

Tile National Minimtml Wage introduced from I April 2000 was

framed in tenlls of hourly earnings. A nlhlinlunl of lILY’A.40 per

hour was set, and employers ,.*,,ere not permitted to pay below that
figure to "experienced aduh workers". Employees under 18 years

of age, first-tinge job entrants, or those undergoing training could

be paid below that figure for a specified lYeriod.
Iml)ortant issues arise :is to precisely how the hourly rote of

pay is calculated, and hove those entitled to the nlinimum versus

sub-mininmm rote are distinguished. For "experienced adult

workers", their average hourly rote of pay in the pay reference

period, which may be a week. a fortnight or no longer than a
month, mtlst not Ix: less than the specified minimum. Employers

may select the reference period to lye used for a given employee,

and are obliged to inform each employee in writing of the period

selected. The average hourly rate of pay is then calculated by

dividing the employee’s gross reckonable pay in the reference
period by their working hours in that lyeriod. Working hours nlust

irldude any overtime. Reckonable pay includes basic pay, shift

premia, piece and incentive rotes, conlmissions and bonuses which

:ire productivity related, a Slyecified value where board and/or

lodgings are provided by tile employer, and the amount of any
service charge distributed to employees through the payroll.

(Overtime premium, Sunday and public holiday premium and

unsocial hours prenaium on the other hand are not included in

reckonable pay.)

Whereas an "experienced aduh worker" must be paid at least

the specified minimum, certain categories of employee may lye
paid less, and for these sub-minimun~ amounts are specified lyelow

which hourly pay rate must not fall. Those aged under 18 are one

such group, and the rate set for them in April 2000 was IR£3.08.

Those aged over 18 but in their first year from date of first

employnlent represent a second gronp, for *,vhonl the lTlininlLinl

then specified was IR£3.52. For those aged over 18 but in their
second year from date of first eml~loyment, a ininimum of IILL3.96

was set. For employees aged over 18 in structured training or

study undertaken in nomaal v,,orking hours, figures of I1~L3.30,

1R£3.52 and IR£3.96 applied depending on whether they were in
their first, second or third period of training or study. [n order to

qualify, structured training has to be aimed at enhancing work
perforna.’mce, has to include 10 per cent away from ordinary

opei’ational work, and has tO have an assessnaent or certification

procedure or confim~ation of course completion.

The amounts in force from April 2000 have subsequently been

increased, and the approach taken to up-rating over time is an

important issue to which we return in our concluding chapter. It is

the rates originally set which applied when our lima survey *,’,,as
carried out, however, and it is to this firm survey that we now

turn,



2. THE FOLLOW-UP SURVEY

2.1

Introduction

In this chapter we provide details on the operational aspects of

the Ibllow-up sma,ey and the construction of the dataset

underlying this study. We begin in Section 2.2 I)y discussing the
content of the questionnaire. Section 2.3 is concerned with details

of sample design and response rotes. Section 2.4 considers the way

in which the data were re-weighted prior to analysis. Finally,

Section 2.5 outlines the way in which tile survey was administered.

2.2

The

Quesflonna~e

Tile survey instrument was designed to princil)ally collect details

on the Ci.lrrent enaploynlent structure of private sector non-
agricultural firnls. In particular, we were corlcerned to record
details on the number of persons engaged on both a full time and

pall time basis according to. i#ller alia. hourly basic pay rotes, age

and gender. These questions formed the core of the questiomlaire.

In addition, details were recorded in respect of background
classificatolT variables including changes in the volume and value

of business over tile years immediately preceding the survey. In

addition, details were recorded on the firms’ perceptions of the

effects of nlinimum wage legislation on its operation and in
particular, tile perceived effects the legislation had on wage levels.

A. The questionnaire contained a total of 7 sections as follows:

B. 13ackground details and basic classificaiow information (Q’s 1-

II, 14,15). These included recent trends in the value and
volunle of the respondent’s business.

C. Indirect questions on perceptions of current labour costs :is a

constniinl to business expansion (Q’s 12-13).
I). 17.mployment stllicturcs among persons engaged on a fidl lime

basis according to broad occupational grade; hourly basic pay
rotes; gender and age compositiol’t (Q’sl7a-171).

F.. I’:mployment structure of persons engaged on a pa#* lime basis

according to occupational grade; hourly I)asic pay rates;

gender and age composition (Q’s 18a-19c).

F. The firm’s experience of vacancies, hiring and deparn.~res of

persons engaged over the 12 mordhs preceding the survey

(Q’s 20-25).

G. Knowledge of tile mininmnl wage (Q’s 26-29(I).

H. Perceptions of tile inlpact of tile mininmm wage on a nmge of

openitional aspects of the company including, in particular, its

impact oil hourly wage rates (Q’s 30-41).

The Sl.lIvey instrument recorded details in respecl of the entire

business enterprise or firm in contrast to the establishment, outlet

9
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or branch. The effective (or conlpleted) sample was subsequently

re-weighted to represent tile totality of business enlerprises ill

Ireland.

2.3
S~ple Design

and Res~nse

Rates

Tile sanlple used in tile suiwey was drawn from two inain

sources. A total of 1,062 firms successfully completed the

questionnaire in the first round of the su~,ey in 1999. All 1,062
relevant firnls were included in tile target sample for tile second

round of the survey, hi addition to this "old" sanlple conlponent

we :n.lglllented our target sanlple with a "new" randonl sample of

1,160 firms which had not linen asked to ixmicipate in tile suwey

in the first round of the project.

By continuing with tile "old" sample which successfully

conlpleted the su~,ey in 1999, we ’.’,,ere able to ensure that we
would have longitudinal micro-data fit the level of the individual

enterprise over tinle. This would allow us to look at changes over

time in temls of the size and content of the lalmur-force in
individual business entities. The purpose of the two phase su~,ey

which we have unclertaken :is part of our study of tile impact of

the naininlunl wage is to allow us to carry out a "lmfore and after"

analysis of tile size and structure of private sector employnlent. It
is usual that this sort of analysis is based on what one would

descrilx: as two independent cross-sectional surveys. This ineans
that one klndeftakes two separate indepenclent SUlweys of fimls al

two discrete points in tinle. One then compares tile aggregate
results from the first survey with those fronl tile seconcl. This
allows one to assess the overall net effect of the introduction of

tile legislation fit a broad or aggregate level. Analysis basecl on

repeated cross-sectional surveys does not allow one to make any

statenlent about the change which has taken place at tile level of
the indivMualfirm. This nleans that by carrying ont analysis basecl

on repeatecl cross-sections one can describe *tel effecLs across all

finns in general. One cannot, however, unclertake fin), nlicro-level

analysis basecl on tile experience of individual enterprises. "File
Iongituclinal analysis presented in Chapter 6 of tile report is I)asecl

on this type of Iongituclinal analysis where we discuss changes that

have taken place fit the level of the individual respondent.
Ahhough tile longiruclinal component i)rovides a weahh of

important new nlicro-level information we decided to supplenlent
tile target sanll)le used in tile su~,ey with a fresh or additional

sample of businesses. We had two nlain reasons for doing this.

First, and nlost importantly, we anticipated a response rate of the
order of 55 per cent anlong the firnls which had participated in tile
first round of tile su~,ey. This would have left us with just over

580 completed questionnaires. This sanlple size is really too small

to allow one to undertake tile required analysis. A total of 1,000
conlpleted questionnaires was tile target set for tile sanlple.

Second, to ensure that tile re-weighted sanlple (Section 2.4 below)
is fully representative of tile currant population of all firnls in tile

cross-section it is illlporlan| to include an adequate IlliX of old :111(I
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new businesses in tile sanlple. By SUl)l)lementing or augnlenling

the orighla] sanlple with a new sub-sanll)le one can ensure thai the

final sample for analysis at tile second wave of the survey is fully

representative of the structure of :ill current enterprises in tile

population.
The supplementary sample of new I)usinesses was selected Oil

a random stratified basis from lists of firms which are maintained

for this purpose in the ESRI. Prior to sample selection these firms
were stratified according to sector; size (number of employees)

and region. The sectors used for i)re-stratification :is follows:

13uilding and Construction; Manufacture of Textiles and Apparel;

Other Manufacturing and Production; Retail; Wholesale; 13anking,

Propeny, Renting and 13usiness Services; Hotels/Restaurants/Bars;

Personal Services; Other Services. Within each sector firms were
stratified according to nnml>er of employees and region. A sample

was then selected with a view to ensuring that each sector/size

str2tltllll %vou[d be reasonably represented in terms of absolute
number of cases in the final effective santple for analysis and

reporting.

Table 2.1 Ix~low outlines the response levels for the survey.

The left-hand segment of the table provides details on response
ot]tcomes in respect of tile "old" sample of firms which also

i)amicipated in the survey in 1999. The right-hand segmenl relates
to outcomes froIn the "new" or SUl)l)lentenled sample.

Table 2.1: Response Rates for Second Round Minimum Wage Survey

"Old" Sample "New" Sample Total

)utcome No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent

Successfully Completed 605 60.6 467 45.6 1,072 53

Completed but Unusable 6 0.6 0 0 6 0.3

Refused 138 13.8 174 17 312 15.4

Never Available for Interview 249 24.9 383 37.4 632 31.3

Out.of-Business 57 Valid Sample 130 Valid 187 Valid Sample
100% Sam pie 100%

t00%
Not Relevant 7 (n=998) 6 (n=1,024) 13 (n=2,022)

Total 1,062 1.160 2.222

We can focus in tile fliSt instance 011 response levels for tile

"old" sample. One can see 11"o111 the table thal a total of 64 of the
firlns in question were either OUt of business or otherwise invalid

elements in the population by the time of the second survey in
2001. When these were excluded this gave a valid sample of 998

firms. Just under 61 per cent of these successfully compleled the

questiormairc. One can also see that 14 per cent of businesses
explicitly refused to parlicipate in tile sufvey while tile remaining

25 per cent were never available throughotit the fieldwork period.
This [alter calegol3, can be interpreted :is :i "soft" refusal.

The middle segment of the table shows that the response rate

among lhe "new" sample was lower al jusl under 45 per cent. The

higher response rate among the -old" sample-which had ah’eady
parlicipated in the first i)hase of the survey is very much as one
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would expect and simply reflects the fact that this group of firms

had already shown themselves to Ixe predisposed towards

participation in tile survey.
These response levels for old and new samples translate to an

overall response level of 53 per cent for the full target sample.

This is very much in line with tile order of the response rate which

one might reasonably expect for a personally administered survey

of finns of this type.

2.4
Re-weighting

the Data

Prior to analysis, tile 1,072 questionnaires from responding firms

were statistically adjusted or re-weighted so :is to ensure that the
structure or composition of the effective sample ’.’,,as in line with

the structure or composition of tile population from which it was

selected according to a uumlx:r of important classificatory variables

such as size, sector etc. This re-weighting of tile data is necessary
for two reasons.

First, there may be systematic and differential levels of nor>

response as between one group of firms and another v,,ithin the

sanlple. For eXalllpJe, small firms in a given sector nlay have fill

above average propensity to participate in sun,eys of this nature. If
this were tile case then they would be over-represented in the

final sample for analysis and would consequently be contributing

"too nmch" to the agg, regate results. Accordingly, one should
statistically adjust or re-weight the data to ensure that all sub-

groups of the population are appropriately represented in tile

sample, in line with their representation in tile over, ill i)ol)ulation.

Second, the sample was selected on a disproportionate

stratified basis. This nleans that sonle size/sector strata were over-
represented in tile original sample so as to ensure adequate

coverage in the final effective sample for analysis. For example,

given the Depamnent’s concern with sectors such as the
Manufacturing of Textiles and Apparel or Retail it was decided to

over-sample from them when selecting the target sample. This

over-representation fit sample selection stage was adjusted for ill

tile re-weighting scheme.

In deriving tile weights or adjustnmnt factors two related buI

independent weighting systems were prepared. The first is based
on the firm as the entity or unit of analysis. "Nle second is based

on the enaployee. In tile latter weighting scheme each firnl is

interpreted as a group of employees rather than as an" entity in its

own right. Tile way these two set_’; of weights were derived is

described in the Appendix to this chapter. The onployee-based

weight is used in deriving estimates of employment or employee
SltTIClllIZ’S, ill subsequent sections of tile report. The enteppHae-

based weight is applied in deriving population estimates of the

characteristics of firms.
Ahhough weighted, tile grossed estimates presented are, of

course, subject to star/dard statistical sampling variances. These
variances will Ixe especially pronounced in the analysis of sub-

groups based on a small numly.er of respondents. As noted al>ove,
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the sur,,ey was re-weightecl to reflect the totality of business

enterprises in Ireland, in contrast to the estal)lishment, outlet or

branch. All information recorded on tile questionnaire relates to

the complete enterprise in all of its branches or outlets throughout

the Republic of h’eland.

2.5
Survey

Implementation

All questionnaires were completed on a personally administered

basis which involved an intet~,iewer paying a visit to each

resportdent and completing the irtstrun+tent on site. Given the
nature of the survey and tile potential bias whicl’t could I’;.e

introduced to the s:lnlple resuhs by strategic responses, personal

adnlinistratiort of the suta,ey was essential. In other words, it was

inlporl:mt that information was recorded from tile resl)ondent in

respect of occupation:d and pay structures :is ,,’,,ell :is details on

likely responses to the introduction of pay floors before
terminology such as Minimum Wage Legislation was used directly.

Consequently, it was not i)ossible to leave the survey form with

respondents for self-completion. In a very small nunlber of the

larger COml)anies a specially i)repared 4 page section on
occupation:ll strtlctures w,’ls left with resl)ondents for completion

and subsequent collection by the intera, iewer. This special section

was used only il1 circl.llnSt:lnces ,.,.,here the enterl)rise was so large

that it would have been unreasonable and ilnl)ractieal to expect

tile respondent to have collated details fronl personnel :111(I other
files in the course of the intema, iew.

Survey forms ,,,.,ere returned to ESRI by interviewers as they

were completed for ecliting, checking and dat:l entry. At each of

these stages the questionr, aire was carefully checked to ensure

completeness and. in particular, internal consistency of the data

provided to ertsure that, for example, the figures provided or, total

nunlbers engaged oil :1 fkln time and part time basis was consistent

with subsequent ¢letailed breakdowns. Where inconsistencies were
appa/’ent these were resolved by i)hone follow-uI) with the

respondent.



APPENDIX: RE-WEIGHTING

THE DATA

Prior to analysis, the 1,072 questionnaires from responding firms

were statistically adjusted or re-weighted so as to ensure that tile

structure or conlposition of tile effective sample was in line with

tile structure or composition of the population from which it was

selected according to a number of important classificatory variables

such as size, sector etc. This re-weighting of Ille data is necessary
for the reasons outlined in Chapter 2, and the way in which it was

inlplemented is described in this Appendix.
In deriving tile weights or a¢ljustnmnt factors two related but

independent weighting systems were prepared. The firsl is based
on tile fiml as the entity or unit of analysis. The second is based

on the employee. In tile latter weighting scheme each firm is

interpreted as a group of employees rather than as an emit3, in its
ov,,n right. To derive these sets of weights one has to establish the

structtlre of the pol)ulation fl’om which tile effective sample has

been selected. The structure used in this survey was based on size

and sector. A total of 9 sectors and two size categories was tlsed

for re-weighting purposes. The size categories were 0-99 and 100+
employees for Manufacturing of Textiles & Apparel and OIher

Manufacturing & Production; and 0-9 and 10+ employees for the
Sen, ice Sectors and Construction. This provides one with a total of

18 strata or size/sector cells in tile re-weighting matrix (2 size
categories * 9 sectors). Using a number of sources such as tile

Census of Industrial Production; the Annual Services Enquiries and

the Quarlerly t\ratiot~al Iqousel.~old ~l~tlTJ&l~ olle can derive tile
overall structure of the population of relevant businesses in terms

of both enterprises (firms) and also employees within the 18
size/sector strata use in re-weighting. This is outlined in Appendix

Table 2.1.
The classification in this table was used to re-weight the data

using a standard ratio weighting technique in which each of the

1,072 responding enterprises was assigned a weight corresponding
to tile ratio of tile population total to the sample total in the

relevanl cell. In other words, the weight is given as:

Wl = Pi/Si

where the i’s refer to the size/sector cells in Appendix Table 2.1.

Pi is the total number in the population of each cell and S~ refers to

I,i



the numlyer in the corresponding cell in the sample which

successfully completed the questionnaire and so were included in

the analysis. The Wi’s are the weights associated with each unit in

the sample and it is this which ensures that tile sample figures are

adequately grossed to population totals. The weights are derived

using two bases viz. (i) the enterprise and (ii) the number of

employees. The emplq~ee-bct.~ed weight is used in deriving
estimates of employmem or employee structul~s, in subsequent

sections of the report. Tim enterptqse-b,~tsed weight is applied in

deriving population estimates of the characteristics of finns in

other sections.

Appendix Table 2.1 : Structure of Population of Enterprises as Derived from CIP, Annual
Services Enquiries and the Labour Force Survey

~izelSector/Stratum

Number of

Enterprises Nos. Engaged

(O00s) (O0Os)

NACE Sectors Covered

~,gficulture 122.7

’qon-Agric. Self Employment 124.0

=ublic AdminlOefencelEducation 239.0

Total 1,801.3

TOTAL ABOVE 1.222.6

Building and Construction 0-99 emps. 12 59.9 45

100+ emps. 2 85.1

~Manuf. Of Textiles & Apparel 0-99 emps. 0.3 7.0 17; 18

100+ emps. 0.04 7.9

Dther Manuf & Production 0-99 emps. 3.6 90.5 5; 10; 11; 12; 13; 14: 15; 15

100+ emps. 0.5 194.0 19-37; 40; 41

Retail 0-9 emps. 22.4 82.9 50; 52

10+ emps. 2.4 107.9

Nholesale 0.9 emps. 3.9 13.7 51

10+ emps. 5.2 38.8

3ankinglPropertylRentingl 0-9 emps. 15.2 59.6       70; 71; 73; 74

3usiness Services 10+ emps. 2.3 156.7

HotelslRestaurantslBars 0-9 emps. 9.9 37.4 55
J

10+ emps. 2.6 72.6

aersonal Services 0-9 emps. 4.5 12.0 93

10+ emps. 0.3 10.1

Dther Services 0-9 emps. 8.0 19.9 60; 61; 62: 63; 64; 91

10+ emps. 2.6 166.6 92; 95; 80; 85; 90



3. KEY CHARACTERISlICS
AND TRENDS

3.1
Introduction

3.2
Key

Characteristics
by Sector

In this chapter, we set out some key characteristics of the fimls in

the recent survey, and present their perspectives on recent trends.
We look first at the relationship between sector of activity and size

of firm, proportion of low paid employees, and Irish versus foreign

ownership. We then look :it trends in size of tile firm’s workforce,

staff [tllnover, :lnd volume of I)usiness. We then look at the extent

to which firms said they were making a profit or loss, and at tile
importance of tile wage bill in ovm.’all operating cost& Finally, we

discuss what aspects of their operations firms themselves felt to be
most difficuh, and how this had changed since the previous survey

carried out in late 1998/early 1999.

We look first in Table 3.1 fit the characteristics of sample firms

by sector of activity cross-classified by numbers employed, tile
proportion of the workforce paid IR£4.50 or less, and Irish versus

Foreign ovenership. We see thai many of tile firms in the builclirtg
and construction, retail, I)a nking/fina nce/business, hotels/

restaurants/bars and personal and other sen, ices sectors had less
than 10 eml)loyees. Manufacturing - including textiles and clothing
- and wholesale sectors were the only ones where a substantial

nunlber of finns had 35 or more eml)loyees.

ill most sectors, three-quarters or more of all the responding
firms said they had no employees [)aid 11~g4.50 or less per hour -

the exception being hotels/restaurants/bars where that figure was
under two-thirds. The only sectors where a sul)stantial nunlber of

firms had a significant proportion of their workforce (15 per cent
or more) paid IR.L4.50 or less were textiles, retail and

hotels/bars/restaurants. In the retail and hotels/bars/restatlrants
sectors about one-quarter of all firms had a significanl proportion

of their v,,orkforces low i)aid in that sense, while for textiles and

clothing manufacturing that figure was 15 per cent. The
breakdown of firms into Irish versus loreign-owned varied a good

deal across the sectors, ranging from virtually all (Iomestically-
owned in building    and consnxtction, retail and
hote]s/restaurat’tts/I)ars to 10-16 per cent foreign-owned in tile
nlantlfacturing and wholesale sectors.

16



Table 3.1: Firms Classified According to Sector and (I) Size; (U) Percentage of Workforce who are Paid IR£4.50 or Less Per Hour; (iii) Ownership

...............(I) Size Category (ii)-Per~-t~eWo-rl(f~lR£;l~S0/Per {iii) Nationality
Hour or Less

3or 4-9 10-34 38-55 100+ Total None LT15% 15+% Total Irish Foreign
Less Engaged Engaged Engaged Engaged

Total

% % %

Sector

Building and ConsLructlon 22.1 63.6 6.3 5.4 2.8 100.0 92.7 6.1 1.2 100.0 99.8 0,2 100.0
Manufacture Texliles and 10.5 17.0 43.6 11,8 9,1 100,0 74.2 10,6 15.2 100.0 87,9 12.1 100.0

Apparel
Other Manufacture 0.0 15.0 41.8 23.0 12,2 100,0 79,8 9,7 10.4 100.0 84,3 15.7 100.0
Retail 41.8 48.5 5.2 3.2 1.3 100.0 72.8 2.1 25.1 100.0 99.6 0.4 1(30.0
Wholesale 16.2 26.7 33.5 15.5 8.2 100.0 82.0 10,7 7.2 100.0 89,7 10.3 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 48.1 38.8 5.2 4.3 3.7 100,0 88.5 2.2 0,2 100.0 92.2 7,8 t0~.0
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 26.5 52.9 5.9 7.3 7.5 100,0 62.8 10.5 26,6 100.0 97.8 2,2 100.0
Personal and Other 32.6 48.6 8.4 5.2 5.2 100.0 87,8 2.5 9.7 100.0 94.0 6.0 100.0

Services

All Firms -- 3~2_. 46.0 10.2 6.5 4,5 100.0 80.7 5.0 14.3 100.0 95,6 4.4 100.{
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We not&, characterise responding firms in terms of their o’+vn
3.3

Recent Trends
assessment of changes in the size of their workforce in tile last two

in Size, Staff
years. Table 3.2 shows that when asked about tile situation

Turnover and
coml)ared with two years ago, half the respondents stated their

Volume of workforce was unchanged. One-third said their workforce had

Business
increased, while 16 per cent said it v.,as smaller. The proportion

stating that the workforce had increased was higher than average
in the other manufacturing and wholesale sectors. The proportion

stating tile workforce had declined was above average in buikling

and construction and even more so ill textiles and clothing where

more than one+third of respondents gave that reply.

Table 3.2: Firms Classified According to Changes in Size of Workforce Over Two Years
Preceding the Survey

Size of Workforco

Larger Same Smaller Total

%
: Sector

I Building and Construction 32.9 41.4 25.7 100.0
I Manufacture Textiles and Apparel 26.6 38.7 35.3

Other Manufacture 46.2 36.7 17.1 100.0
’ Retail 26.1 58.4 13.5 100.6
! Wholesale 43.3 40.3 16.3 100.6
! Banking IFinancel Business 30.2 51.9 17.9 100.0

Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 27.1 63.4 9.5 100.0

I Personal and Other Services
39.2 46.0 14.7 160.0

Size of firm
3 or less 12.0 71.1 16.9 160.0

, 4-9 engaged 35.2 46.5 18.3 100,0
I 10-34 engaged 54.5 33.7 11.8 100.0

35-99 engaged 60.8 27.8 11.4 106.0
160+ engaged 75.9 15.7 8.4 100.0

Percentage of workforco paid
IR£4.50 or less per hour

i None
32.9 51.9 15.2 100.0

Less than 15 42.2 41.6 16.2 100,0
] 15 or more 28.4 48.5 23.1 100.0

I Nationality
I Irish 32.3 51.8 16.0 100.0
i Foreign 49.5 27.6 22.9 106.0

, All firms 33.0 50.7 16.3 100.0

In Table 3.3 we look at firms’ own assessment of the way staff
turnover has changed over the last 12 months. We see that overall,

two-thirds of firms felt that there had been no change in turnover.

A substantial majority of tile ren’tainder felt that turnover had

increased rather than decreased, with one-quarter saying it had

increased either slightly or substantially. The proportion saying

turnover had increased was relatively high in Retail and

particularly in Personal and Other Services. It was also high among

firms employing some low paid workers. On the other hand large



firms, and foreign-owned ones, were nlore likely dmn others to

say that turnover had decreased.

Table 3.3: Firms Classified According to Level of Staff Turnover at Time of Survey Relative

to Position 12 Months Earlier

Level of Staff Turnover at the Time of Survey Relative to the Position 12
Months Earlier

Decreased Decreased Remained    Increased Increased Total
Substantially Slightly Constant Slightly Substantially

%

Sector

Building and Construction 3.0 3.5 79.5 12.6 1.5 100.0
Manufactu re Textiles and 1.8 8.5 54.1 12.6 15.4 100.0

Apparel
Other Manufacture 2.3 8.0 55.6 20.2 11.5 100.0
Retail 1.6 7,4 65.9 22.6 5.6 100.0
Wholesale 7.7 61.5 19.5 6.7 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 2.2 8.8 73.9 24.1 3.6 100.0
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 0.9 9.8 50.3 11.5 8.9 100,0
Personal and Other Services 1.7 6.2 68.5 30.2 8.7 100.0

Size of firm
3 or less 1.9 3.4 85.5 8.2 1.0 100.0
4-9 engaged 1.7 9.3 62.9 19.4 6.9 100.0
10-34 engaged 1.1 7.9 56.8 25.4 8.7 100.0
35-99 engaged 2.2 8.1 40.9 36.8 12.0 100.0
100+ engaged 1.8 12.3 32.6 36.0 17.2 100.0

Percentage of workforce
paid IR£4.50 or less per
hour
None 1.7 5.0 71.8 15.5 6.1 100.0
Less than 15 1.7 6.8 36.3 49.0 6.2 100.0
15 or more 2.0 19.9 50.2 23.1 4.9 100.0

Nationality
Irish 1.7 6.6 68.1 18.1 5.5 100.0
Foreign 1.3 20.3 42.4 20.5 15.4 100.0

All firms 1.7 7.2 66.9 16.2 5.9 100.0

We now look ;it v,,h,qt flnlls said alx)tll Irends in their voh.lnle of

business ill the last t’wo yea~. Table 3.4 shows thai alnlost rwo-

thirds of :ill respondents said that their volume of business had

increased. A further one-quarter said volume of business had

remained constant, while only one in ten said it had decreased.

Looking across the sectors, finns in the manufacturing (other than

textiles and clothing) and wholesale sectors were more likely th:m

others to say that volume of business had increased. A higher than

average proportion in the hotels/restnumnts/l)ars sector said

volume was unchanged, while the percenl:lge saying it had

decreased was al:mve average in building and construction -

though even there it was no higher than 16 per cent. There was a

clear relationship Ixerween lima size and volume, with Ihe

percentage saying that volume had increased much higher for

large than small firms. Classifying firms by the proportion of their

workforce pakl IR£4.50 or less per hour, finns with sonle low p:iid

employees and particularly those with a significant proportion of



the x".’orkforce low paid were less likely than others to say that
volume had increased.

Table 3.4: Firms by Trends in Volume of Business in the Two Years Preceding the Suwey

Increased
Volume of Business

Constant Decreased Total

%

Sector

Building and Construction 65.7 17.7 16.6 100.0
Manufacture Textiles and 64.5 25.6 10.0 100.0

Apparel
Other Manufacture 73.8 18.5 7.7 100.0
Retail 66,4 23.7 9.9 100.0
Wholesale 75.8 14.8 9.4 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 57.2 30.5 12.3 100.0
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 61.2 37.6 1.2 100.0
Personal and Other Services 58.8 30.0 11.2 100.0

Size of finn
3 or less 54.9 30.2 14.9 100.0
4-9 engaged 613 28.5 9.9 100.0
10-34 engaged 80.0 15.8 4.2 100.0
35-99 engage~ 82.7 12.9 4.4 100.0
100+ engaged 92.2 5.1 2.7 100.0

Percentage of workforco paid
IR£4.50 or less per hour
None 66.4 24.0 9.6 100.0
Less than 15 61.4 28.7 9.9 100.0
15 or more 54.t 33.9 12.0 100.O

Nationality
Idsh 63.5 26.4 10.1 100.0
Foreign 75,4 10.0 14.6 100,0

Allflrms .- 64.0 25._7 ..... 103 _ ~

_I00.0._.

3.4
Profitability

and Wage
Costs

We now look at what firms in tile sample S:Lid about their

profitability and al:Kmt the role v.,l’dcll wage costs play in their
over:dl operating costs. When asked alx)ut their overall profits in

tile last year, we see from "ral~le 3.5 that almost 70 per cent of
fimls said they had made a profit - with inost of these saying it

was a mcx:iemte rather than :L sul)st:mtial profit. A further 21 per

cent said they had broken even, with only 10 per cent saying they
had nlade a loss - with once again illost Of the laller saying it was

a mo(.le~lte rather thim 11 substantial loss. The seclors doing better
than average in these terlns were once again m:tnt.lfacturing (other

than textiles and clothing) and wholesale.
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Table 3.5: Firms by Level of Profits in the Last Year

Substantial Moderate Broke Moderate Substantial    ~rot~0T~-"
Loss Loss Evon Profit Profit

Sector

Building and Construction 0.2 5.7 17.7 69.0 7.4 100.0
Manufacture Textiles and 6.7 7.0 25.5 57.6 3,3 100.0

Apparel
Other Manufacture 1.1 6.5 14.8 68.7 9.0 100.0
Retail 1.5 9.5 23.3 62.8 2.9 100.0
Wholesale 5.4 16.6 70.5 8.4 100.0
Banking/Finance/ 4.0 12.5 12.1 62.4 9.0 10O.0

Business
HotelslRestaurantslBars 1.3 43.3 53.5 1.9 100.0
Personal and Other 2.5 10.9 19.5 60.7 6.5 100.0

Sen~ices

Sizo of firm

3 or less 1.9 12.8 25.3 57.9 2.1 100.0
4-9 engaged 1.5 5.9 21.3 65.5 5.8 100.0
10o34 engaged 1.1 6.2 18.9 65.7 8.1 100.0
35-99 engaged 1.1 7.5 10.8 68.9 11.7 100.0
100+ engaged 2.0 3.9 7.8 64.4 21.9 100.0

Percentage of workforce
paid IR£4,50 or less per
hour

None
Less than 15
15 or more

Nationality

Irish
Foreign

1.0 7.7 20.4 64.4 6.5 100.0
1.5 1.7 16.7 70.1 10.1 100.0
5.0 13.8 26.4 53.5 1.3 100.0

1.5 8.3 21.7 63.4 5.0 100.0
3.2 5.4 8.6 58.8 23.9 100.0

All firms 1.6 8.2 21.1 63.2 5,9 100.0

The textiles/clothing and hotels/l>ars/rest:itii~ints sectors had

relatively low prol>ortions reporting profits, but the latter h:ld :l

high proportior~ saying they broke even      it was the

textiles/clothimlg and b:uaking/finance/busiFless sectors that had

relatively high proportions reponir, g losses. I~lrger firms were

more likely than smaller ones to i’el~i1 substanti:d i)l’olqts, :tncl it

was notable that firms with a si,gnific:Mt l)rOl)O~lion of low i):~i,:.l

CZ’nl)loyees il’~ their v.,orkforce were less likely lhzln others Io report

prollts and i’nore likely to tel)On losses.

Another l):lz’ticuhtrly ifnl)orl:lnl aspect of firms, in considering

the iml)aCt the nliniilltml ".’.’age might have, is lhc il~aportance of

wzlgc costs ill OVeRlll O])Cf’zlting COS(~q. In Ihc sul~,ey, firills were

thus asked to s:W :q)i)roxil’n:ltely what percentage the total wage

bill ¢onll)l’ised of the coml):my’s total operating cosls. T:d)le 3.6
shows that across the s:unl)le as :l whole tlli,s figure w:ts .37 per

cera oil avet~tge. Since the :lvezzlge e:M I~ signific:llatl}, :d’fccted b},

outliers, the me(li:m - that is. the level above :tll(l below which

half of the sample f:dls - is also shov.,n. Across tile whole s:lml)le

this is just slightly belov., the illean, at 35 per cent.
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3.5
Firms’

Perceptions of
Areas of

Difficulty

Table 3.6: Mean and Median of Wages Bill as a Percentage of
Operating Costs

Mean Median

Sector

L Building and Construction 38.4 35.0

IManufacture Textiles and Apparel 35.1 33.0
Other Manufacture 35.5 33.0

I Retail 32.1 30.0
, Wholesale 36.5 33.3
P Banking/Finance/Business 43.9 50.0
I HotelslRestaurants/Bars 29.4 30.0

! Personal and other Services 39.5 35.0

Size of firm

3 or less 35.9 33.3
4-9 engaged 35.8 33.0

I 10-34 engaged 40.1 40.0

35-99 engaged 38.7 40.0
100+ engaged 41.0 37.0

Percentage of workforce paid IR£4.50 or
loss per hour

None 37.3 35.0
Less than 15 38.2 39.0

I 15 or more
32.6 32.0

/Nationality

L Idsh 36.5 34.0
Foreign 42.8 45.0

All firms 36.7 35.0

Looking across the sectors, we see that the wage bill is a
particularly high proportion of total operating costs in building and
construction, banking/finance/business, and personal and other

services. Even in those sectors, however, wages account for only

alx)ut two-fifths of total operating costs. Focusing on tile median

rather than the mean, the rnajor difference is between
banking/finance/business, with a particuklrly high figure, and :ill

other sectors. It is worth noting in particular that wages accounted

for a lower proportion of total operating costs in smaller fimls and

in fim~s where a significant proportion of employees were low

paid - and this is true whether one focuses on the me:m or the

nledian. (Such finllS couh.I of course also I)e affected by increases

in tile prices of other inputs :is a resuh of wage increases

elsewhere.)

Finally, respondents were given a list of a range of clifficulties

that could face a company, and asked to r:mk them in order of

importance to their conlpany at present. The sanle question was

asked in the 1998/99 survey, so the responses at tile two points in

time - Ixefore and after the introduction of the minimum wage -
cm lye compared. Table 3.7 shows for each of the seven suggested

problems the proportion stating it was the most important problem



they faced, and tile proponion for whom it ",’,’as among tile top

two or three most important, in tile two surceys.
We see that in lyotfi sun,eys recruiting staff was the area I)y far

tile most often identified as tile most difficult, witll almost 60 per
cent of respondellk~ selecting it. Basic labotll- COSL~/wages was

clearly tile next-most often selected as most diffietflt it’, 2000/2001,
I)eing selected :is such by 23 I::,er cent compared with 18 per cent

in 1998/9. In both surx,eys tmfair competition and corpot~ltion

taxes were also selected by significant numlyers, but the
percentage selecting enlployer’s PRSI had declined by the later
survey. Industrial relalions were nol seen as a serious difficuhy

compared witil these other aspect& Looking at tile asl)ects tllat

r:mked as among the three most serious difficuhies shows vmT
much the same picture. It is worth noting that 78 per cent of finals

in the recent suta,ey considered basic wages/labour costs to Ix:

among the three most important difficuhies, up from 64 per cent in

the previous survey.

3.6
Conclusions

In this chapter some key characteristics of the firms in tile

2000/2001 survey, arid their ix:rspectives on their oven businesses,
have lyeen discussed. We highlight in this concluding section some
particularly important features of tile results. In considering tile

potential impact of the minimunl wage, it is worth emphasising

first that 114051 I~r1115 in most sectors said tile), Imd 11o employees

paid II~A.50 or less per hour; the only sectors where a substantial
nunlber of finns had a significant i)roportion of their workforce fit

that pay level were textiles and clothing manufacture, retailing,

and hotels/bars/restatmmts. Furthennore, wage costs accounted for
aboLit 37 per cent of total operating costs on average, but for less

than tfiat in firnls with a significant numl3er of low paid workers.

The consistent picture oll trends over tinle was that most
Sectors :114(1 fifnls %vere doing well. but that certain sectors and

types of firm were doing less uniformly well or facing partictdar

problems. +l+lms while overall tv,,ice as many firnls said their

workforce had increased as decreased, Ifie latter was nlore
conlnlon in textiles and clothing. Staff turnover had increasecl in

retail and personal services, and fimls with sonle low paid
employees were less likely than others to say that volunle had

increased. Textiles and clothes naantlfacttlrers :111(I firms with a
significant proportion of low paid employees were also less likely

than others to say they ",’,,ere making profiLs.



Table 3.7: Ranking Assigned to Seven Possible Difficulties in Terms of their Importance as they Face a Company: Results from 1999 and 2001
Surveys

Rank Poor Industrial Recruiting Staff Employer’s PRSI Basic Labour Unfair Corporation Affordable Equity
Relations Costs/Wages Competition Taxes and Working Capital
Cum. % Cum. % Cum. % Cum. % Cum. % Cum. %

1 1.8 38.3 15.5 17,6 16.3 12.9 9.9
2 5.3 51.7 38.6 43.7 26.3 32.7 23.9
3 8.6 60.5 59.3 64.3 36.6 53.2 41.3

Rank Cum % Cum % Cum % Cum % Cum % Cum % Cum %
1 3.0 39.1 7.8 23.3 12.5 12.9 9.3
2 5.1 52.9 27.4 57.4 20.9 29.2 21.6

= 3 1~.3 63.4 ...... 48,7 78.1 36,--4 ...... 47.6 34,0



When firlns ~.vel’c asked what aspects of their operations they

felt to be 111051 difficuh, recruiting staff was by far the most

frequently identified. 13asic labour costs were also identified as

inlpoftant by a sul?~stanlial proportion of firlns, and this proportion

had risen since the previous su~,ey in late 1998/early 1999. This
highlights once again the tight~’mss of the labour market around the

time the nlinimum wage was introduced, a crucial consiclemtion in

the impact it is likely to have had on wages and employment. In

the next chapter we focus directly oi1 the ill[ninlLlnl wage, [111(I O11

the perceptions of firms in the survey about its effects.



4. PERCEPTIONS OF THE

IMPACT OF THE MINIMLTM

XY AGE

4.1

Introduction

4.2
Knowledge of
the Minimum

Wage

In the survey of finns carried out in late 2000/early 2001 to

infornl assessment of tile impact of tile introduction of the

nllninlunl wage, respondents were asked inter alia a range of

questions about their knowledge of time minimum wage and their
own perception of its effects. As noted in Chapter 1, results from

the sun,ey of firms carried out I~efore the introduction of time

nlininlum wage had indicated that ahhough about three-quarters of

responclenk’~ had hearcl about it, very few knew tile details of what
’,’.’:is im,olved. They also showed that a range of possible effects

was anticipated by firms. In this chapter responses from tile new
survey on tile slate of knowledge of finns after the introduction of

tile illininll.lnl wage and on its perceived effects are presented and

their implications drawn out, before turning in tile following
chapters to how actual employment levels and other features of

tile firms surveyed cliffered between tile two surveys.

In focusing on knowledge and perceptions, respondents were

firsl asked simply whether they had heard about the introduction

of tile minimum wage. Table 4.1 shows the percentages saying

they had~had not, distinguishing across a number of relevant

dimensions. We see that overall virtually all the respondents said
they had indeed hearct about tile introduction of tile minimum
wage, with less than 1 per cent saying they had not. This may be

contrasted with tile 72 per cent of firms who said they had heard

about the mininmm wage in the survey prior to its introduction, in

1998/9. The only sector where more than I per cent of
respondents said riley had not heard alxxlt tile introduction of the

mininlum wage was building and construction. All tile firnls who

actually employed someone on 111£4.50 or less per week said they
knew abonl the nlininlunl wage’s introduction.

26



Table 4.1: Firms Classified According to Whether Or Not They Have
Heard About the Introduction of the Minimum Wage

Heard about the Minimum Wage?

Sector Yes No Total

%

Building and Construction 97.2 2.8 100.0
Manufacture Textiles and Apparel 100.0 0.0 100.0
Other Manufacture 99.5 0.5 100.0
Retail 99.3 0.7 100.0
Wholesale 100.0 O.O 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 99.8 0.2 100.0
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 100.9 O.0 100.0
Personal and Other Services 100.0 0.0 100.0

Size of Firm

3 or less 98.8 0.2 100.0
4-9 engaged 9@5 0.5 100.0
10-34 engaged 100.0 0.O 100.O
35-99 engaged 99.5 0.5 100.0
100+ engaged 100.0 0.0 100.0

Percentage paid IR£4.50 or less
per hour

None 99.2 0.8 100.0
Less than 15 per cent 10@0 O.0 100.0
15 per cent or more 100,0 0.0 100.0

Ownership

Idsh 99.3 0.7 100.0
Foreign 100.0 O.0 100.0

All firms 99.4 0.6 100.0

Respondents were then asked when the nlininlunl ~vage ~vas

introduced. Tab]e 4.2 si3ows that onc-quai’ter s;lid that the)" did nol

know; this was nlol’e co111111on i11 [’o[cJgll than Irish-owned firms,

and in firms that had no or only ;~ smMI proportion of employees

earning IR.g4.50 or less than those who had a signific:mt proportion

of such employees. AI)out 60 i)er cent of firms identified the

correct date - that is, they s:dd it was March, April or May 2000

(with April being the actual date). The remaining 15 per cent gave

11 Starl-d[lIC signiFic;intly before or after that. There was not a great

deal of variation LICI’OSS sectors in tile percentage giving the correct

date, ahhough larger firms were slightly more likely to have clone

so.
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Table 4.2: Firms Classified According to When They Believe the Minimum Wage to Have

Been Introduced

Don’t 1999 or Jan/Feb Mar/May Jun/July Aug/Dec Total
Know Earlier 2000 2000 2000 2000

%

, Sector

’ Building and Construction 35.4 0.9 O.0 54.1 8.5 1.1 100.0
Manufacture Textiles 16.8 4.0 2.0 69.5 0.0 7.7 100.0

r Apparel

! Other Manufacture 22.5 7.2 4.3 56.9 3.7 5.5 100.0
’ Retail 16.8 4.6 5.4 69.1 0.4 3.7 100.0
I Wholesale 37.6 8.8 2.1 47.0 2,1 2.3 100.0
L Banking/Finance/ 21.1 5.2 1.3 61.9 5.0 5.5 10O.0

Business
; Hotels/Restaurants/ 28.6 0+0 7.1 63.4 0.6 0.3 100.0

Bars
I Personal and Other 26.6 6.0 4.4 55+7 4.8 2.4 100.0

Services

Size of Firm

p 3 or less 23.1 3.0 2.0 61.3 3.0 7.5 100.0
’ 4-9 engaged 27.1 5.6 5.6 57.6 3.6 0.5 100.0

10-34 engaged 26.4 4.8 3.4 61.1 2.2 2.0 100.0
35-99 engaged 24.2 1.3 1.5 67.2 3.3 2.4 100,0
100+ engaged 19.6 1.9 2.9 73.3 1.6 0.8 100,0

, Percentage of Staff paid
i & IR£4.50 or less per

hour

, None 28.2 3.9 3.9 56.9 3.9 3.2 100.0
Less than 15% 21.2 1.7 1.3 73.3 0.5 2.0 100.0
15% or more 12.6 7.4 4.8 72.8 0.6 1.8 100,0

i Ownership
Idsh 24.9 4.2 4.0 60.8 3.2 3.0 100.0

I Foreign 33.2 6.7 1.5 55.1 2.2 1.2 100.0

i AJl firms 25.3 4.3 3.9 60.5 3.1 2.9 100.0

Respondents were then asked what was tile basic hourly rote of

pay for an experienced aduh worker under tile mininlunl wage.

Table 4.3 shows that alx)ut 29 per cent said they did not know,

with this percentage again being particularly high in the building

and construction sector and in firms whh few or no employees at

or under IR£4.50 - and particularly low in hotels, restaurants and

bars. About 30 per cent correctly identified II.L~Ji.40 as the rate,

while a further 20 per cent gave a figure between II~Dl and

IR£4.50. About 15 per cent thought it was higher than 1R£zi.50,

although again this was rare in firms with significant numbers of

employees at or below that pay rate.
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Table 4.3: Firms Classified According to their Perceived Level for Minimum Wage

] Don’t 3.00- 4.00- 4.40 4.41- 4.51- 5.01- 5.511 Total
Know 3.99 4.39 4.50 5.00 5.50 above

%

Sector

Building and Construction 40.0 3.2 0.4 19.8 15.0 15.2 6,3 0.2 100,0
Manufacture Textiles and 20.4 3.3 44.1 13.7 15.2 3.3 100.0

I Apparel
Other Manufac ure 28.5 0.5 3.3 37.6 17.7 8.2 1.3 2.9 100.0
}Retail 31.3 1.1 4.3 34.5 16.4 10.6 1.5 0.2 100.0
~Wholesale 34.0 0.8 6.1 33.5 15.9 4.4 3.4 1.9 100.0
Banking IFinancel 28.3 0.4 36.8 15.1 7.3 6.1 5.9 100.0

I Business
HotelslRestaurantslBars 15.7 0.6 53.1 8.6 21.5 0.6 100.0
Personal and Other 27.9 2.3 6.9 26.6 28.7 5.1 2.5 100.0

Sen~ices

Size of Firm

!3 or less 33.0 1.0 4.7 26.1 19,2 8.2 4.8 2.4 100.0
t4-9 engaged 28.8 1.3 1.6 36,2 15.3 13.6 2.2 1.0 100.0

engaged 27.4 3.4 36.2 18,510-34 1.7 7.8 4,0 1.0 100,0
35-99 engaged           26.3 1.5 4.5 43.1 16,7 5,1 1.2 1,5 100.0
100+ engaged 17.6 4.7 52.0 12.9 10.3 1.0 1.5 100,0

Percentage paid IR£4.50
Ior less per hour

,None 32.2 0.7 3.2 28.3 17.6 12.5 3.8 1,8 100.0
Less than 15% 29.9 1.5 1.2 52.2 10,3 2,4 1.6 0.7 100.0
15% or more 14.8 4.2 3.4 58.6 15.7 3,0 0,3 100.0

Ownership

Irish 29.7 1.3 3,2 34.3 16.5 10.4 3.2 1.5 100.0
Foreign 27.1 0.5 29.5 26.4 12,6 1.6 2.2 100.0

IAII firms
29.5 1.2 3.1 34,1 16.9 10.5 3.1 1.5 100.0

When asked about the reduced minimum rates of pay for

young and inexperienced workers under tile i’Jlininltlm wage,

Tal)le 4.4 shows that about 18 per cent of respondents said they

had never heard of these sub-minimunl rotes, and a further 76 per
cent said they had never availed of them. While only 6 per cent

overall said they had availed of these sul)-minimum rates, this

percentage was consiclembly higher among large fimls and in

certain sectors (textiles and other manufacturing, hotels, restaurants

and I)ars). Not surprisingly, it ’+’,,:is also nltlch higher among fimlS

with low-wage employees, where 25-30 per cent said they I+md

availed of tile stlb-mininlunl rates.
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Table 4.4: Firms Classified According to their Use of Sub-Minimum Rates

Ever Availed of Sub-Minimum Rates?

Yes No Never Heard Total
of

Sub-Minimum
Rates

Sector

Building and Construction 3.5 82.8 13.7 100.0
Manufacture Textiles and 15,5 72.7 11,8 100.0

Apparel
Other Manufacture 11.5 78.6 9.9 100.0
Retail 10.0 73.1 17.0 100.0

Wholesale 6.6 72.3 21,1 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 0.2 79.5 20.3 100.0
HotelslRestaurantslBars 12.8 72,6 14.7 100.0
Personal and Other Services 2.2 76.0 21.8 100.0

Size of Firm

3 or less 1.2 75.3 19.7 100.0
4-9 engaged 5,0 73.0 13.2 100.0
10-34 engaged 13.8 72.2 8.3 100,0
35-99 engaged 19,5 73,9 7.1 100.0
100+ engaged 19.9 76.1 17.7 100.0

Percentage paid IR£4.50 or
less per hour

None 1.3 79.7 19,0 100.0
Less than 15 per cent 30.9 67.5 1.6 100.0
15 per cent or more 25.2 57.9 16.9 100.0

Ownership

Irish 6.4 75.8 17.8 100.0
Foreign 3.6 81.7 14.7 100.0

All firms 6.2 76.1 17.7 100.0

Concentrating on tile firms which said they had availed of tile

sub-minimum rotes, Table 4.5a shows that mOSt (80 per cent) had

availed of the reduced rate for employees under 18 years of age.

Almut half had availed of the reduced rate Ibr employees aged 18

or over but in their first year of employnlent or classed as trainees,

while about one-quarter had availed of the corresponding i~tte for

those in their second year of employment. Table 4.5b shows that

about 37 per cent had only availed of the reduced rote for under-

18s and I1 per cent had only availed of the reduced rote for

trainees, while one-fifth had availed of all four ty~s of sub-

minimum wages. Table 4.5c shows Ihat alx)ut 40 per cent of these

firnls had applied more than one ~lte to the s:lllle employee since

l" April 2000. when the minimum wage was introduced.
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Table 4.5a: Firms which Availed of the Sub-Minimum Rates Classified According to Which
Rate They Had Used

Availed of?

Yes No Total

%

Under 18 years of age 80.0 20,0 100.0
1’~ year employment + over 18 47,2 52.8 100,0

r~years
2 year employment + over 18 25.8 74.2 100,0

years
Trainee 1_88 years + 43.2 56.8 100.0

Table 4.5b: Firms which Availed of the Sub-Minimum Rates Classified According to the
Combination of Rates Which They Had Used

Under 18 years t=t year empl
over 18 years

A-v~ile-"doFS~-Minimum Rate for

2~d year empl over Trainee 18 years
18 years

Per cent

Yes No No No 37.4
Yes Yes Yes Yes 21.5
No No No Yes 11.3
Yes Yes No No 9.8
No Yes NO NO 8.8
Yes No No Yes 4.7
Yes Yes No Yes 2.9
Yes Yes Yes NO 2.3

Other combinations 1.2

Table 4.5c: Firms which Availed of the Sub-Minimum Rates Classified According to
Whether Or Not they Applied More Than One Rate to the Same Employee Since
April 1’t 2000

7~
te’d[)lfferent Su63Mifiimum Rates Yes No Total
o Same Employee

%

41,0 59.0 100.0

4.3
Perceived

Impact of the
Minimum

Wage

THE PERCEIVED EFFECTS ON PAY

Having probed their general knowledge of the mininlunl wage,

firms were then asked directly for an assessment of its impact on

them. They ",’.,ere first asked about how many people in the

company got an increase in their hourly rate as a direct result of

the nlinimum wage. Table 4.6a shows tim distribution of

responses, categorised by the percentage of employees stated to

have got such an increase. We see that about 85 per cent of

resj:x)ndents said that no-one in their eol’npany had received all
increase as a direct resuh of the introduction of the nlininlLlnl

wage. This reached almost 100 per cent in building and

construction. Hov.,ever, almost half tim firms with employees paid



1R£,1.50 per hour or less said that some employees had received an

increase as a direct resuh of the nlininlnnl wage. In firms where a
significant proportion of employees were low paid and there were

such increases, very often :it least 20 per cent and in sonle
instances 50 per cent or more of till employees in the company

were affccted.

Table 4.6t) shows the mean percentage of the finn’s employees

said to have received an increase in their hourly rote as a direct

restlh of the minimum wage. Over :ill firms this percentage was 6
per cent, but was almost 20 per cent for firms with a significant

proportion of low paid employees. Table 4.6c shows the

percentage of all the employees in each c:ltegol3, said to have
received such an increase. We see that almost 5 per cent of all

employees are said by their employer to have received an increase

:is a direct restlh of the nlinJnluln wage, with this figure reaching 7

per cent in textiles nlanul-~.lcturJng, 9 per cenl in hotels, restaurants
and bars and 12 per cent in retailing. AI)otll 25 per cent of

employees in firms where a significant proporlion of employees
are low paid are said Io have received sndl an increase.

Table 4.6a: Firms Classified According to the Percentage of their Staff Whom they
Recorded as having Received an Increase in Hourly Rate as a Direct Result of
the Introduction of the Minimum Wage

Percentage of Persons Receiving an Increase in Hourly Rate as a i
Direct Result of Minimum Wage

None Less than 10% to LT 20 to LT 50% or Total
10% 20% 50% more

Sector %

Building and Construction 98.8 0.4 0.2 0.4 100.0
Manufacture Textiles and Apparel 66.1 10.3 5.2 5.2 13.3 100.0 ,
Other Manufacture 77.2 6.3 4.5 6.9 5.1 100.0
Retail 76.5 0.9 2.2 10.3 10.1 100.0
Wholesale 86.9 2.5 1.9 5.1 3.6 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 89.8 0.4 3.7 2.0 4.1 100.0
HotelslRestaurantslSars 76.3 2.0 1.4 17.8 2.5 100.0
Personal and Other Services 86.4 0.3 2.6 4.4 6.3 100.0

Size of Firm

3 or less 94.9 2.7 2.4 100.0
4-9 engaged 80.9 2.8 9.0 7,2 100.0
10-34 engaged 81,2 2.1 2.5 8.3 6.0 100.0
35-99 engaged 67,3 11.2 7,9 7.4 6.2 100.0
100+ engaged 76.5 6.2 3.5 10.1 3.7 100.0

Percentage of Staff paid &
R£4.50 or less per hour

None la IR£4.60 91.7 .8 1.5 2.4 3.6 100.0
It 15 It4.50 54.7 8,3 12.6 23,7 .6 100.0
15+ It£4.50 53.7 1.2 2.8 25.7 16.6 100.0

Ownership
Irish 84.1 1.2 2,2 7.0 5.4 100.0
Foreign 91.2 1.0 3,2 1.6 3.0 100.0

All Firms 84.5 1.2 2.2 6,8 5.3 100.0



Table 4.6b: Mean Percentage of Persons Engaged in Firms who Received an Increase in

Hourly Rate as a Direct Result of the Minimum Wage (i.e. Mean in Each

Category of the Percentage of Firm’s Employees Receiving an Increase in
Hourly Rate)

Mean Mean
Percentage Percentage

Sector Size of Firm

Building and Construction 0.5 3 or less 2.3
Manufacture Textiles and Apparel 13,6 4-9 engaged 8.0
Other Manufacture 6,1 10-34 engaged 8.0
Retail 10,2 35-99 engaged 8.1
Wholesale 4.5 1gO+ engaged 6.3
Banking/Finance/Business 3.8

I Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 7.7 Percentage of staff paid
IR£4.50 or less per hour

Personal and Other Services 6.1 None 3.5
i Less than 15 8.6

IOwnership 15 or more 19.5

: Idsh 6.2

I Foreign ___ 3.4 All Firms 6,1

Table 4.6c: Estimated Percentage of Persons Engaged in Each Category who Received an

Increase in Hourly Rate as a Direct Result of the Minimum Wage

’ " ........ Est~d Estimated
I Percentage Percentage
’ Sector Size of Firm

! Building and Construction 0.8 3 or less 2.9
’ Manufacture Textiles and Apparel 7.0 4-9 engaged 8.6
I Other Manufacture 2.7 10-34 engaged 8.6
’ Retail 11.6 35-99 engaged 7.1

Wholesale 5.1 100+ engaged 2.5
Banking/Finance/Business 2.4
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 8.9 Percentage of staff paid

IR£4.50 or less per hour
’ Personal and other Services 3.8 None 2.7

Less than 15 4.2
Ownership 15 or more 24.7

Idsh 5.7
.I:ore_ign_ .......... 1.3 ........ All Fjrn~s ........ 4.2

These pel’ccived e[Jccls of the nllllilllU111 ’~’va~c Oll pay lilies ilcc(J

to I~ c;irc~ul]~, contcxtLl~l]isccl. FJrnls ~,crc ;llso ;~skccl whether, in

tile ]i~hl o[ trends in the Irish kd~our m:lrkct over the ]:;st yc:H’,

th~.y would ilzwe h:i(l to incre:isc w:~gc ~IeS :inXw~l), Up to thc

1111nJlllLllll ~,V:I~C level, "l’:d)le zi.7 shows Ih:H OVerall. over 80 per

ccm of :dl firms s,qid d~ey would. The perccnt:~g~ s:lyin~, Ill:It they

would nol h:wc it:tel to incre:~se p:ly r:ites :tnyw:l), w:is rekHJvcly

high ~1111o11~ ccF[:lin sectors - textiles i11~lnl.ll~lCtl.ll’in~ r¢t:lJl and

wlloles:llc, pcrsoll:ll [llld olhcr su:n, Jcu:s - ;ind in I’ir111s wJlh :1

si~nil’ic:mt propoilion oF low p:dd employees, but even there it

w:ls under 30 l)cr cent.

As well :~s the pay of tllosc directly :kfl’cct~:d by tile mhlinlunl

’,v:t~�, :111 JlllpOll:lnl issue :lbOUI Ihc iml):lcl o1" the mJnJllll.lm w:l~c

is wllcth~:r the i):Ly of Ihosc :d~ove lhc minimum w:k~e would be



affected due to pressure to restore differentials. Some firms in the

pre-introduction survey thought this was likely, despite assurances

from the tnlde union nlovement that this would not sen,e as the

basis for claims. In the post-introduction survey a question asked

v~rhat i)ercentage of workers above tile illininlunl wage received an
increase in hourly pay rates as a result of restoring pay

differentials. The responses in Table 4.8 show that overall about 13

per cent of firms said that they did have to increase pay for some
employees above tile minimum in order to restore pay

differentkds. This was most likely in firms in the textiles,

manufacturing, retail and hotels/restaur:mts/bars sectors and in

latNer firms.
Respondents were then asked whether the minimum wage

directly increased their labour costs, or had no effect on labour

costs. Table 4.9a shows that 16 per cent said that the minimum

wage did directly increase their labour costs. This proportion was

as high as one-quarter in retailing and in hotels/bars/restaur:mts.

Over 40 per cent of firms with a significant proportion of low-

wage employees said that the minimum wage had directly
increased their labour costs. Table 4.9b then shows that among

tile finns which said tile minimunl wage did directly increase
labour costs, about half said tile increase involved was less than 5

percentage points, and aDOLII one-quarter said that it was more

than 10 percentage points.



Table 4.7: Firms Classified According to Whether Or Not They Felt that, Given Trends of the Last Year in the Irish Labour Market, They Would Have Had to
Increase Wage Rates up to the Level of the Minimum Wage.

Wage Rates Increase Anyway Wage Rates Increase Anyway

Yes No Total Yes No Total

% %

Sector Size of Firm

Building and Construction 83.3 16.7 100.0 3 or less 75.7 24.3 100,0
Manufacture Textiles and Apparel 75.0 25.0 100.0 4-9 engaged 77.2 22.8 100.0
Other Manufacture 83.4 16.6 100.0 16-34 engaged 88.8 11.2 100.0
Retail 71.5 28.5 100.0 35-99 engaged 90.6 9.4 100.0
Wholesale 71.6 28.4 100.0 100+ engaged 88.6 11.4 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 98.1 1.9 100.0
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 97.6 2.4 100.0 Percentage of staff paid IR£4.50 or

less per hour

Personal and Other Services 74,1 25.9 100.0 None 82.6 17.4 100,0
Less than 15 94.3 5,7 100.0

Ownership 15 or more 75.0 25,0 100,0

Irish 81,6 18.4 100,0

Foreign 61.3 28.7 100,0 All Firms 81.0 19.0 100.0



Table 4.8: All Firms Classified According to Whether Or Not They had to Increase the Hourly Rates of Higher-Grade Staff to Restore Pay Differentials

Increase Rates of Higher Grade Staff

Yes No Total

%

/ncrease+Rat+e.~ of-Hig-Iler G-racJe S~taff

Yes No Total

%

Sector Size of Firm

Building and Construction 5.3 94.7 100.0 3 or less 5.3 94.7 100.0
Manufacture Textiles and Apparel 13.6 86.4 100.0 4-9 engaged 14.4 85.6 100.0
Other Manufacture 14.7 85.3 100.0 10-34 engaged 16.1 83.9 100.0
Retail 22.1 77.9 100.0 35-99 engaged 22.4 77,6 100.0
Wholesale 9.3 90.7 100.0 100+ engaged 25.5 74.5 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 6.7 93.3 100.0
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 15,2 84.8 100.0 Percentage of staff paid IR£4.50 or loss

per hour
Personal and Other Services 9.8 90.2 100.0 None 8.0 92.0 106,0

Less than 15 33,5 66.5 100,0
Ownership 15 or more 36.8 69.2 100,0
Irish 12.9 67,1 100.0
Foreign 5,9 _94,1 _ _ 100~0 _.AJLFimt~ ...... 12.6 87.4 100.0



Table 4.9a: Firms Classified According to Whether Or Not They Think the Introduction of the Minimum Wage Directly Increased Labour Costs

Directly Increased Labour Costs?

Yes No Total

%

Directly Increased Labour Costs

Yes No Total

%

Sector Size of Firm

Building and Construction 4,7 95,3 190.0 3 or less 7.4 92.6 100.0
Manufacture Textiles and 35.8 64.2 100.0 4-9 engaged 16.7 83.3 109.0
Apparel
Other Manufacture 19.6 80.4 100.0 10-34 engaged 26.2 73.8 100,0
Retail 26.2 73.8 100.0 35-99 engaged 31.8 68.2 100.0
Wholesale 16.7 83.3 100,0 100+ engaged 26,8 73.2 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 5.1 94.9 100.0
Hotels~Restaurants~Bars 24.2 75.8 100.0 Percentage of staff paid IR£4.50 8.9 91 100.0

or less per hour

Personal and Other Services 13.9 86.1 100.0 None 8.9 91.1 100.0
Less than 15 42.2 57.8 100.0

Ownership 15 or more 47.3 52.7 100,0

Idsh 16.4 83.6 100.0
Foreign ........ 8.9 91.1 100.0 All Firms 16.1 83.9 100.0



THE I,’~PACT OF TI ~ M hNrlMUM ~IAGE ON I RI51 ] FIRMS

Table 4.9b: Firms which felt the Introduction of the Minimum Wage
Directly Increased their Labour Costs, Classified by
Percentage Increase

Percentage Category Per Cent of Respondents

Less than 3 17.6
3-LT 5 31.7
5-LT 10 26.7
10-Lt25 16.4
25 or more 7.6

THE PERCEIVED IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT

Having focused in some detail on the impact of" the minimum
wage on pay, finns were then asked about the effect on

ernployment levels. Specifically, they were asked to suppose the

minimum wage had not been introduced: did they think they
would I>e employing more people today than they are, the same

number, or fewer people? Table 4.10a shows that 95 per cent of

respondents said that they would be employing the same number,

and only 5 per cent said they would be employing more people in

the absence of the minimum wage. (No-one said they would I>e

employing fewer people.) The proportion saying they would be

employing more in the absence of the minimum wage was highest

in the textiles and clothing sector, and was also above average in
hotels/restaurant/bars. Among finns with a significant proportion

of low paid employees, it reached 16 per cent.

Table 4.10b then shows the responses to the follow-up

question, which asked those who said employment would be

higher in the absence of the minimum wage how many more they
would be employing. We see that the responses indicate that total

numbers employed would I:)e about 5,000 higher. (This figure, like

the other ones in the table, is grossed up to the population Iota]

implied by the responses of the sample). A significant proportion

of that total is in the retail sector, about half is in fire,s with less

than 10 employees, and almost all is in Irish rather than foreign
owned fire,s. Al>aut half the total is in firms where a significant

proportion of the workforee are paid IR£4.50 or less. Most of the

other half is in fimls who currently employ no-one under that

figure, however, which may suggest that the total is if anything an

over-estimate.

PERCEIVED IMPACt ON OTHER ASPE(7I~ OF ~ BUSINESS

Finns were then asked about whether the introduction of the

minimum wage affected their operations across a variety of

dimensions. The results are shown in Table 4.11 and 4.12.



Table 4.10a: Firms Classified According to Whether Or Not They Feel That, in the Absence of the Minimum Wage, They Would be Employing More, the Same
Number or Fewer Persons Today

Perception of Numbers Employed in Absence of
Minimum Wage

More       Same         Less         Total

%

Perception of Numbers Employed in Absence of Minimum
Wage

More         Same         Less       Total

%

Sector Size of firm

Building and ConslructJon 0.2 99,8 0.0 100,0 3 or less 3,9 96.1 0.0 100.O

Manufacture Textiles and 12.7 87,3 O.0 100,0 4-9 engaged 5,5 94.5 O,0 100,0

Apparel

t Other Manufacture 2.8 97.2 O.O 100.0 10-34 engaged 6.5 93.5 O.O 100.0

Retail 6,3 93.7 0.0 100.0 35-99 engaged 8.1 91.9 O.O 100.0

Wholesale 6.3 93.7 O.0 100.0 100+ engaged 5.2 94.8 O.0 100.0

Banking/Finance/Business 5.7 94,3 O.O 100.0

, Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 8.9 91.1 O.O 100.O Percentage of staff paid

I IR£4.50 or less per hour

, Personal and Other Services 4.3 95.7 O,O 100.0 None 3.0 97.0 0.0 100.O
Less Ihan 15 8.4 91.6 _ 0.O 100.0

! Ownership 15 or more 16.2 83.8 0.0 100.0

i Idsh 5.4 94.6 0.0 1OO.0
Foreign 3.0 97.0 0.0 100.0 All Firms 5.3 94.7 0.0 100.0



Table 4.10b: Estimated Numbers of Additional Persons Who Would Be Employed Today in
the Absence of Minimum Wage Legislation

Est. of Percentage Est. of Percentage
Additional of Current Additional of Current
Employees Employees Employees Employees

Sector Size of firm

Building and Construction 0 0.0 3 or less
Manufacture Textiles 100 0.O 4-9 engaged

and Apparel
Other Manufacture 400 0.0 10-34 engaged
Retail 1,700 0.0 35-99 engaged
Wholesale 400 0.0 100+ engaged
BankinglFinancel 1,600 0.0

Business
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 1,000 0.0 Percentage of

staff paid IR£4.50
or less per hour

Personal and Other 700 0.0 None
Services

Ownershlp

Irish 6,100 0.5
Foreign 200 0.1

Less than 15
15 or more

All Firms

900 1.5
2.400 1.0

700 0.7
900 0.6
400 0.1

2,400 0.2

300 0.3
2,600 2.3

5.300 0.4

We see in Tahle 4.11 that vex3, few respondents felt that the

minimmn ".,,’age had a significant effect on their operations in tenns

of the way work is organised, working hours, use of less

experienced staff, increased prices for their products, profit levels,

reducing expenditure on training and development of employees,

monitoring of employees, increasing spending on training, use of

technology or machinery, and improving the quality of service.
About 4 per cent did say that there was a significant impact on

workers’ pay and benefits structures, for example overtime or pay

supplements. A considerably larger percentage said that the

minimum wage had a slight effect across these various dimensions,

with the highest proportions giving that response tending to be in
the textiles and clothing and particularly    in the

hotels/restaurants/bars sectors. Table 4.12 shows that the greatest

perceived effects across these dimensions were in firms at either

end of the scale spectrum - with either 3-9 employees or 100 or
more employees.



Table 4.11: Firms Classified According to their Perceptions of the Impact of the Minimum Wage on a Series of Operational and Related

Aspects of their Business

Perceived Effect Building and Manuf. Other Retail Wholesale Banking/ Hotel/ Personnel Tots1

of Minimum Construction Textiles and Manufacture Finance/Business Restaurants/ and Other

Wage Apparel Services Bars Services

Changed Pay 8nd
Benefits Structure

Significant 0.8 5.2 4.9 5.0 3.3 2.0 7.8 2.9 3.7

Slight 0.6 17.0 10.3 9.5 8.5 11.9 27.3 13.7 11.7

None 98.6 77.9 84,8 85.6 88.2 86.0 64.9 83.4 84.6

Changed Work
Organlsation

Significant 0,2 3.3 18. 2,1 1.0 2.0 0.3 1.0

Slight 0.8 8,5 3.2 6,7 7,5 9.5 17.5 6.4 7,7

None 99.2 88,2 94.9 91.2 91,5 90.5 80,6 93,2 91.3
Reduction of
Working Hours

Significant 0.2 0.5 1.2 0.6 0.3 0.5

Slight 0.4 3.3 2.7 7.6 3.6 6.0 30.2 6.1 8.4

None 99.4 96.7 96.8 91.2 96.4 94.9 69.3 93,6 91.1

More
Inexperienced
Staff

Significant 0,2 0.9 1,4 0.8 0.3 0.6

Slight 0.8 5,2 4,3 5,3 7.6 6.3 30.6 10.0 9.1

None 99.0 94.8 94.7 93.3 92.5 93.7 68.5 89.7 90.3

increased
Prices

Significant 0,4 6.7 3.2 1.4 1.7 0.4 2.2 4,5 1.8

Slight 1.6 15.2 10.6 15.2 13.6 8.0 46.2 10.3 14.9

None 98.0 78.1 86.1 83.4 84.8 91.6 51.5 85.2 83.2

Reduced Profits

Significant 0.4 6.2 3.9 3.8 1,8 0.2 2.2 2.2 2.1

Slight 2.2 21.8 12,8 19.3 12.7 12.1 41.0 11.5 16.3

None 97.4 73.0 8:3=3 76.9 85.5= 87.7 56.8 ~86= _3 81.L



Table 4.11(cont.): Firms Classified According to Perceptions of the Impact of the Minimum Wage on a Series of Operational and

Related Aspects

Perceived Effect    Building and Manuf. Other Retail Wholesale Banking/ Hotel/ Personnel Total
, of Minimum Wage Construction Textiles and Manufacture Finance/Business Restaurants/ and Other

Apparel Services Bars Services
Reduced Expend.
on Training

Significant
Slight 0.6 69

, None 99.4 93.3

I Tightened Control
, on Labour
I, Signilicant 0.2 6.7

Slight 1.0 13.6
I None 98.8 79.7
, Increase Training
, and Development

i Signi~cant 0.4
Blight 0.2 6.7

i None 99.4 93.3
, Increase in Tech-
; nology/Machinery

Significant 0.4 5.2
i Slight 0.6 11.8
, None 99.0 83.0
, Quality of Service/

IProduct

Significant 0.4
i Slight 0.6 13.6
!_None 99.0 ~.4

0.5 2.0 0.6 0.6
3.4 2.9 4.3 6.1 14.7 6.2 5.4

96.0 95.1 95.7 93.9 ~.7 93.8 ~.0

4.7 4.1 2.6 0.4 3.4 0.9 2.2
7.4 9.6 8.5 6.3 18.6 8.5 8.6

87.9 86.3 ~.9 93.3 78.0 90.6 89.2

2.2 0.4 2.5 0.4 2.0 2.3 1.2
5.4 6.3 5.1 6.1 25.4 6.5 7.8

92.4 93.3 92.5 93.5 72.7 91.2 91.0

3.8 0.5 1.7 0.6 0.6 2.0 1.0
5.3 6.5 6.9 6.7 15.8 6.2 6.8

91.0 93.0 92.5 92.7 ~.6 91.8 92.2

0.5 1.9 0.8 0.2 0.8 1.4 1.0
7.0 7.8 6.7 6.9 17.5 6.8 7.7

92.4 90.2 92.5 92.9 81.7 91.8 91.3~



Table 4.12: Firms’ Perceptions of the Effects of the Minimum Wage Classified by Size

Perceived Effect of 3 or 4-9 10.34 35-99 100+ Total
Minimum Wage Less Engaged Engaged Engaged Engaged

Pay/Benefits Structure

Significant 0.7 4.8 6.8 7.0 6.4 3.7
Slight 3.6 16.0 10.7 16.8 20.8 11.7
None 95.7 79,2 83.6 76.1 72.8 84.6
Changed Work

Organisation

Significant 0,7 0.7 2.4 2.8 2.3 1.0
Slight 2.3 10.6 7.7 10.1 13.6 7.7
None 97,1 88,7 90.0 87.4 84.7 91,3
Reduction of Working

Hours

Significant 0 0.5 1.3 1.2 1.3 0.5
Slight 1.6 14.0 5.9 5.9 10.4 8.4
None 98.4 85.6 92.7 92.9 88.2 91.1
More Inexperienced Staff

Significant 0 0.4 0.9 2.9 2.6 0,6
Slight 2,6 13.6 9.7 8.4 15.4 9.1
None 97.4 86.5 89.3 88.8 82.0 96,3
Increased Prices

Significant 1.6 0,6 3.4 5.8 6.5 1.8
Slight 4.4 21.9 17.1 13.7 17.3 14.9
None 94.6 77,5 79.5 80.5 76.2 83.2
Reduced Profits

Significant 0 2.0 3.5 8.2 5.0 2.1
Slight 6.5 " 22.2 17.8 19.0 21.1 16.3
None 93.5 75.8 78.6 72.8 73.9 81.6
Reduced Expenditure on

Training

Significant O 0.8 0.6 2.4 0 0.6
Slight 1.6 7.9 6.1 6.4 4.1 5.4
None 98.4 91.2 93.3 91.2 95.9 94.0
Tightened Control on

Labour

Significant 0.6 1.5 4.2 8.1 7.3 2.2
Slight 2.8 10.9 10.7 14.4 14.8 8.6
None 96,6 87.6 85.0 77.5 77.9 89.2
Increase Training and

Development

Significant 1.0 0 4.2 4,7 2,5 1.2
Slight 0.7 11.9 6.0 12.9 14.1 7,8
None 98.4 88.1 89.8 82.4 83.4 91.0
Increase

Technology/Machinery

Significant 0.O 0.6 3.1 4.8 2.2 1.0
Slight 1.4 9.6 8.1 8.1 12,3 6.8
None 98.6 89.8 88.8 87.1 85.5 92.2
Quality of Service/

Product

[ Significant 0 1.4 1.9 1.7 1.3 1.0
Slight 3.2 9.3 8.4 14.5 12.0 7.7

L None 96.8 __ 89.3 89.7 83,8 86.7 91.3



Fimls were then asked abOi.lt tile illlpact of the nlininlLlnl wage

on :tspects of their business such as morale, productivity, retraining,

subcontr:~cting, turnover and industrial relations. We see in Tgble

4.13 that most firms said in each instance that the mininaurn wage

had no effect in an}, of these areas. Among the minority who said

there was some effect, most felt that morale la:~cl improved,
productivity had increased, and industrial relations had improved.

The most even dMde was in the case of staff turnover, where only

8 per cent feh the ininimum w,:~ge had :m impact but 3 per cent

then said it had decreased and 5 per cent that it had incre.’lsed.
Table 4.14 shows th:~t when fimls :~re categoJised by size, effects

across these dimensions were perceived more often in larger than

in smaller firms.



Table 4.13: Firms Classified According to their Perceptions on the Direction of Effect of the Minimum Wage on a Number of Areas of Business, by Sector

Effect of Minimum Wage on
Building & Mant/Textile Other Manuf. & Retail Wholesale Prop/Rent/ Hotels/Rest/Bar Pen; & Other

Construction & Apparel Production Bus. Serv. Set/ices
Staff Morale

Decrease 0.4 1.8 0.9 2.0 1.6 0.5
NO effect 96.1 81 ,O 88.2 82.4 87,6 97.0 72.1 89.4
Increase 3.5 t7.2 10.9 15.6 10,7 3.0 27.9 10.1

Productivity

Decrease 0.4 1,6 0.9 0,8 0,3 0.3
No effect 95.9 83.0 92,0 88.2 94.3 97.8 88.6 94.7
Increase 3.7 17.0 6.3 10.8 4.9 2.2 11.1 5.0

Staff Retraining/
upgrading

Decrease 0.2 0.9 1.6 0.2 0.6 0.3
NO effect 99.6 93.3 93.1 92.7 92.5 97.8 94.1 96,2
Increase 0.2 6.7 6.9 6.3 5.8 2,1 5.3 3.5

Total

0.8
87.4
11.8

0.5
92.8

6.7

0.6
95.3

4.1

Subcontracting

Decrease 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.3 1 .O 0.4
NO effect 99.0 93.1 95.6 95,5 96.6 97.5 97,5 99.0 97.3
Increase 0.6 6.9 3.6 4.5 2,6 2.5 2.2 2.4

Staff Turnover

Decrease 3.1 1.3 1.7 1.6 16.3 1.0 3,4
NO effect 96.3 86.4 92.7 92.9 92,5 97.0 73.7 95.8 92.6
Increase 0.6 13.6 6.0 5.4 5,8 3.0 10.0 3.2 4.7

Industrial Relations

Decrease 3.1 5.1 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.9
NO effect 96.5 87.9 95.1 95.2 94.2 97.9 97.2 97.4 96.3

2.3



Table 4.14: Firms Classified According to their Perceptions on the Direction of Effect of the Minimum Wage on a Number of Areas of Business, by Size

3 or Less 2-9 Engaged 10-34 Engaged 35-99 Engaged 100+ Engaged Total

Staff Morale

Decrease 0.6 0.4 1.7 2.9 2.1 0.8
NO effect 94.7 85.3 823 75.69 84.1 87.4
Increase 4.7 14.3 16.0 21.4 13.8 11.8

Productivity

Decrease 0.6 1 .g 1.5 0.8 0.5
No effect 96.2 91.9 89.2 88.2 92.3 92.8
Increase 3.2 8.1 8.8 10.3 6.9 6.7

Retraining and
Upgrading of the Staff

Decrease 0.4 2.0 1.9 1.3 0.6
No effect 97.4 96.8 90.7 86.0 88.8 95.3
Increase 2.6 2.8 7.3 12.1 9.8 4.1

, Amount of
: Subcontracting

Decrease
’ No effect 98.3

increase 1.7

i Staff Turnover

J Decrease

No effect 99.0
Increase 1.0

0.0 2.3 0.4 1.6 0.4
98.0 93.9 95.2 92.7 97.3

1.9 3.9 4.4 5.7 2.4

53 1.7 4.1 8.8 3.3
89.8 89.0 ~.2 79.3 92.0

4.7 9.3 9.8 1t.9 4.7

Industrial Relations

Decrease

, No effect 97.8
Increase ...... 2 2

1.3 1.3 2.2 1.3 0.9
96.9 ~.0 93.5 89.1 96.3

1.8 4.7 4.3, 9.6



4.4
Conclusions

SOURCES OF INFORMATION ABOUT THE MI]NqLMUM WAGE

Finally, firn~s were asked about sources hy which they received
infonnation about the minimunl wage. We see in Table 4.15 that
about three-quarters said they had got information about tire
nlinimunl wage from television advertising, and the same
proportion had done so fronl newspaper advertisements. About

two-thirds had received information from radio advertising, and
half had clone so from information leaflets or booklets. About one-
third had received infonnation from employers’ organisations, and
44 per cent had received information from the I)epartment of
Enterl:,rise, Trade and Employment.

Table 4.15: Firms Classified According to Whether or not they Have
Received Information on the Minimum Wage from a
Number of Sources

Source %
Yes No Total

TV Advertisement 73.3 26.7 100,0
Radio Advertisement 66.8 33.4 160.0
Newspaper Advertisement 74.0 26.0 100.0
information leaflets~booklets 45.9 54.1 100.0
Employees 12.5 87.5 100.0
Employer/Business Organisation 35.0 65.0 100.0
Department of Enterpnse, Trade and 44,0 56.0 100.0
Employment

OtherSource 9.5 90.9 1,00.0

In this chapter we have presented the responses of finns in the

recent survey to questions abot/t their knowledge of the minimum
wage and their perception of its effects. While virtually all had
heard about the nlinimum wage, significant proportions did not
know exactly when it had Ixeen introduced or the exact level at
which it was set. Overall only a small minority had availed of the
reduced rates payable for young/inexperienced workers, though
about one-quarter of firms with employees paid IR£4.50 or less per
hour had done so - most often, the reduced rote for those under
18 years of age.

About 85 per cent of firms said none of their employees had
received an increase in pay as a direct resuh of the nlininlunl

wage. However, almost half the finns with employees paid IR£4.50
or less said some employees had received such an increase.
Overall, about 5 per cent of employees were said to have received
such an increase; in textiles and clothing, retailing and
hotels/restaurants/bars that figure was in the 7-12 per cent range.
About 13 per cent of finns said that they had to increase pay rates
for some employees above the nliflillltllll wage to restore
differentials.

However, over 80 per cent of firms said that, in the light of
trends in the Irish labour market, they would have had to increase
wage rates anyway up tO the nlininlunl wage level.



Correspondingly, only 16 per cent of firms said that the minimum
wage directly increased their labour costs, and for half of these the

increase was less than 5 percentage points.
When asked about the impact on employment, only 5 per cent

of respondents (16 per cent in firms with significant numbers of

low paid employees) said they would Ixe employing more people

loday in tile absence of tile minimum wage. This additional

employment would represent an extra 5,000 employees across all
firms in the l)opulation. Hov,,ever, almost half of this total was in

firms which did not actually employ anyone paid IR£Zi.50 or less.
This, and tile extent of tile general pressure on wage levels,

suggests that the figure of 5,000 exm~ jobs is if anything an over-

estimate.



5. CHANGES IN PAY

STRUCtuRES THE

TWO SURVEYS

5.1
Introduction

5.2
Distribution of

Workers by
Hourly Pay

Up to this point in tile report our focus has been primarily on

the btlSilless enterprise, its characteristics and its perceptions of

tim impact of tile i111nllllUlll wage on empJoynlent levels etc. Ill

this dlapter we now change tile emphasis somewhat fronl tile

enterprise per se to a consideration of pay structures and changes

in those structures over tile period 1999 to 2001 - i.e. betv,,een tile

first and second rounds of the survey. The objective of tile chapter

is to present a profile of employees according to their basic hourly

pay rate and how this varies between full-time and part-time staff;

males and females; industrial sector; and age cohort. The main

focus throughout the chapter rests on the important IR£4.50 pet

hour basic pay threshold. Although tile emphasis is on the

employee profile as depicted by the 2001 suiwey we also provide

comlxlrative figures throughout in respect of tile pre-minimum

wage situation as captured in the first round of the sura, ey at tile

end o1: 1999.1’ :

In Section 5.2 we look at the workforce in terms of ranges of

hourly pay rotes, including differences by gender and age. Section

5.3 briefly outlines tile breakdown of employees below IP,£4.50

per hour :iccording to occupation. Finally, Section 5.4 provides a

brief stmml:uT of the main findings presentecl in tile chapter.

In this section we consider changes in tile distribution of workers

according to their hourly basic pay scales. In the course of tile

questiollnaire respondents were asked to provide a breakdown of

:ill persons engaged in their enterprise according to a lOUl’olold

Note thal in this chapter we present the data from Ihc two rotmds of the survey :is
tWO indep~n(Jenl cros:;-st2clions, in COIXI~ISI 10 tht" JongiludJna] :lll:lJySi~ prescntt:d in

Chapter 6 Ix:low.
2

Ira deriving the ¢2MplOylllt2llt distributions presented in dais chapter we usa_-d the
emplo.l,l#lenl-L*a$1"d weight descril~ad above. This essentially Ire:its each cnterF, rise :is
a cluster of employees and assigns to each a weight in proportion to the
breakdown of its workforce.

49
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classification of hourly rates, namely llLg4.50 or less per hour;
1K94,51 to 11~,95,50 per hour; IR5.51 to IKg6.50 per hour; more than

1K96.50 per hour. These basic breakdowns were further

disaggreated in terms of gender and also broacl age cohort.3 Our

principal focus throughout is on changes relative to the all-

important threshold of IR£4.50 per hour.

BREAKDOWN OF STAFF BY PAY SCALE AND SECTOR

Table 5.1a provides sunnnal~, details on the percentages of full-

time, part-time and all workers who fell into each of the four pay

grades in both 1999 and 2001. The detailed sectoral breakdowns

are presented in Table 5.1b.

Table 5.1a: Summary Details on Persons Engaged Classified According to Broad Pay Scale
and Whether or Not Engaged on a Full-Time or Part.Time Basis for 1999 and 2001

IR£4.50/hr IR£4.51 - IR£5.51 - IR£6,51 or Over Total Total Total N Total N
I or Less £6.50 £6.50

1999 2001 1999 2001 1999 2001 1999 2001 1999 2001 1999 2001
Full Time 13.7 2.2 15.8 10.6 17.6 16.1 52,0 71.1 100 100 741,000 1,048,10(
PartTime 64.4 16.9 17.8 36.1 10.4 16.6 7.4 30.4 100 100 126,700 174,50(

P erso¢ls
All 21.1 4.3 16.1 14.2 16.5 16.2 46.3 65.3 100 100 867,700 1,222,60(

Table 5.1a shows that a total of 21 per cent of all persons

engaged in 1999 were paid a basic hourly rate of IR£4.50 or less.

By 2001 this figure had fallen to just over 4 per cent of all

workers. Details on comparable percentages for full-time and part-

time workers are also given in the table. One can see, for

example, that in 1999 a total of 14 per cent of full-time workers
were paid IKg4.50 or less per hour. By 2001 this percentage had

fallen to a little over 2 per cent. Similarly, in 1999 a total of 64 per

cent of part-time workers were paid less than 11~4.50 per hour.
This figure was reduced to 17 per cent by 2001. By any standards

chosen these changes would appear to represent very substantial

reductions in the "risk" of falling into the lowest pay grade

outlined in the table. Notv,,ithstanding the improvements made
over recent },ears, however, one should note that the 4.3 per cent

of persons engaged who currently receive IR£4.50 or less
represents approximately 52,600 persons, 23,000 of whom are

employed on a full-time basis. This is a substantial reduction,

particularly in the context of a rapidly expanding labour force

from the estimated 183,000 persons paid less than IR£4.50 per

hour in the 1999 survey.

3
Ah’nost :ill respondents were able to provide good infommtion on basic pay

grades disaggregated by gender. A small numlx:r were less fonhcoming regarding
the cross-cla&sification of staff into pay grade and age cohort, which required quite
a degree of collating of infomaation from personnel files especially in larger firms.

Standard imputations were made for the all&aggregation of basic pay grades into
broad age cohort in respect of tile rt:latively small numlx:r of cases (approximately

40) where details were not provided by the respondent.



One can also see from the table thai the percentage of full-tinle

workers in tile I)asic pay scale ItL~.51 - ,£5.50 also fell over the
period in question - from 16 per cent to 11 per cent. In contrast,

the percentage of p:n~-time workers in this ,pay scale increased

from 18 per eenl to 36 per cent. Tiffs may suggest that hi)ward
trends in hourly rotes resulted in a substantkd proportion of part-

time workers nloving from IR£4.50 or less to the slightly higher

category of IR,~/L51 - £5.50 per hour. This observation nmst also
I)e balanced, however, by noting the substantial growth in the

percentage of part-time workers being i)aid IIL[,6.51 or more -

fronl 7 per cent in 1999 to 30 per cent in 2001.

A detailed sectoral breakdown of the information contained in

Table 5.1a is provided in Table 5.1b. If one focuses on all l)ersons

engaged in the lowest pay category (the I)oltom section of the

table) one can see that in 1999 the "risk" of falling into this group
v,,as highest in the Hotel/Restaurant/Bar sector (49 per cent). This

was followed by the Retail sector (39 per cent) and Manui~iclure

of Textiles and Apparel (33 per cent). These three sectors stood

out in the earlier survey as having particularly high rotes of low

paid employees. It is clear from the ruble that by 2001 the

situation has improved dmnmtically across all sectors. One can

see, however, that tim "risk" of low pay in the
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars sector (14 per cent) and also the Retail

sector (10 per cent) is still substantially above that in all other

sectors.

This means, for example, that the "risk" or probability of being

paid 111£4.50 or less per hour in the retail sector is 2.3 times the
aggregate average prol)ability for all sectors combinecl. The

chances of persons engaged in the Hotels/Restaurants/Bars sector

of being paid IR,DI.50 or less per hour is 3.2 times the aggregate

average of all v.,orkers in general. These trends reflect a substantial

fall in the al)solute numl)er of persons paid at 11L£4.50 per hour or

less in both sectors. The figure in retailing fell from an estimated

57,000 in 1999 to 19,000 in 2001. Compaml)le figures for the

I-Iotel/Restaurant/Bar sector are 47,500 persons in 1999 to 15,000
in 2001. To greater or lesser degrees the same over:dl trends in

regard to the Retail and 14otel/Restaurant/Bar seoors are apparent

among both part-time and full-time staff. Although part-time

workers in the Wholesale sector al)pear to be relatively

disadvantaged, it should be noted thin this group accounls only
for an estimated total of 4,800 persons. This means that the 28.7

per cent of part-time workers in the sector who are paid IIL~.4.50

or less tel)resent in the order of 1,400 persons.
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Table 5.1b: Persons Engaged Classified According to Broad Pay Scale; Sector and Whether or
not Engaged on a Full-Time/Part-Time Basis, 1999 and 2001

.... TR~S~r ,~,L~i-t5~5~ 2R~.~--~:~7gd -Tff~K-~0~a- ..... ~TaT ---
Hour or Less

1999 2001     1999     2001     1999     2001     1999     2001     1999     2001
Full Time
Buffd/Con 9.0
Man Te/Ap 32.2
Oth Man 8.9
Retail 24.0
Wholesale 14.2
Ban/Fin/Bus 5.9
Hot/Res/Bar 31.3
Per & Other 11.9
All Sectors 13.7

’ Part Time
Build/Con 12.2
Man Te/Ap 42.6
Oth Man 22.1
Retail 80.8
Wholesale 67.2
Ban/Fin/Bus 57.8

’ Hot/Res/Bar 79.0
Per & Other 38.0
All Sectors 64.4
All Persons
Build/Con 9.1

’ Man Te/Ap 33,2
Oth Man 9.7

i Retail 38.8
Wholesale 22.5
Ban/Fin/Bus 10.7

: Hot/Res/Bar 49.3
. Per&Other 14.9

2.3 10.9 3.2 20.4 9.2 59.7 85.4 100.0 100.0
2.9 23.0 23.0 14.9 40.6 29.9 33.5 100.0 100.0
1.9 17.6 10.6 20.2 22.8 53.3 64.8 100.0 100.0
3.5 23.6 20.0 20.8 22.6 31.7 53.8 100.0 100.0
0.8 19.7 9.2 19.0 19.0 47.1 70.9 100.0 100.0
0.8 7.6 5.2 10.9 11.3 75.6 82.7 100.0 100.0
8.5 27.1 39.2 15.2 24.2 26.3 28.1 100.0 100.0
1.3 8.8 4.0 16.8 6.8 62.5 88.0 100.0 100.0
2.2 15.8 10.6 17.6 16.1 52.9 71.1 100.0 100.0

2.2 3.0 7.2 40.9 9.3 43.9 81.4 100.0 106.0
6.2 34.7 26.0 16.5 57.0 6.2 10.7 100.0 100.0
6.0 24.2 26.8 45.0 31.5 8.7 35.7 100.0 100.0

22.4 13.3 36.3 3.0 14.2 2.9 27.1 100.0 100.0
28.7 21.2 35.2 4.6 9.7 6.9 26.4 100.0 100.0
11.9 17.6 24.1 10.4 14.0 14.1 50.1 100.0 100.0
23.0 16.7 63.7 4.1 10.8 0.2 2.6 100.0 100.0

5.3 25.5 12.8 12.3 24.4 24.2 57.5 100.0 100.0
16.9 17.8 36.1 10.4 16.6 7.4 30.4 100.0 100.0

2.3 10.6 3.3 21.2 9.2 59.1 85.2 100.0 100.0
3.3 24.1 23.3 15.0 42.6 27.7 30.8 100.0 100.0
2.1 18.0 11.5 21.6 23.2 50.7 63.2 100.0 100.0
9.9 20.9 25.1 16.2 19.8 24.2 44.8 100.0 100.0
3.4 19.9 11.6 16.7 18.2 40.8 66.8 100.0 100.0
1.6 8.5 6.7 10.8 11.5 69.9 80.3 100.0 100.0

13.8 23.2 48.1 11.0 19.3 16.5 18.8 100.0 100.0
1.8 10.8 5.1 16.3 9.0 58.0 84.1 100.0 100.0

AIISegto=rs _-. 2.1_! 4.3    16.1 _ !~2_ 16=5___ 162_ _4~3__ 65.3 10.0.(~ 100_.0.

The detail of Table 5.1b also clearly shows that not only does

tile Hotel/Restaumnl/13ar sector have substantially higher
percentages in tile Iov,,est pay category }+>tit they also have

correspondingly lower percentages in the highest category of
IR.£6.50 or more. Only 19 per cent of persons in the sector receive
a basic hourly rate of 11/£6.50 or more. This compares, for
example, with sectoral lolals of 80 per cent in Banking/

Finance/13usiness Services, 85 per cent in 13uilding and

Construction and 84 per cent in Personal and Other Services.
Table 5.2 further explores the issue of tile sectoral incidence o1’

low pay. The figures presented in the taMe shift tile focus from

tile "risk" of low pay to its "incidence" or concentration within
each of the sectors hi question. We c~ln begin by concentr,ltiog oml

the bottom segment of the table relating to all persons. Columns
A. B and C present figures in respect of 2001. These indicate, I~r

example, that Building & Corlstruction accounted for jr.]st urlder 12
per cent of all relevant workers (Column B); Manufacture of

Textiles & Apparel accounts Ik)r 1.2 per cenl of all workers; Otller
Manufacturing |or 23.3 per cent and so on. Column C shov.,s the
dislribulion by sector of the 4.3 per cent of all workers in 2001

who are paid IR£4.50 or less. In other words, it provides a
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Table 5.2: Persons Paid IR£4.50 or Less Per Hour Classified by Sector and Whether or Not
Engaged on a Full-time or Part-time Basis

2001 1999

All Per Cent Per Cent of Per Cent Per Cent of

Persons All Persons IR£4,50 or All Persons IR£4.50 or
Less/Hour Loss/Hour

(A) (B) (C) (O) (E)

Full Time

Building & Construction 139,700 13.3

Manf. Textiles and Apparel 13,100 1.2

Other Manufacture 268,800 25.6

Retail 126,360 12.1

Wholesale 47,700 4.6

Banking/Finance/Business 200,100 19.1

Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 69,900 6.7

Personal & Other Services 182,500 17.4

All Sectors 1.048,500 100

IPart Time

Building & Construction 5,300 3,0

’Mane Textiles & Apparel 1,800 1 .O

Other Manufacture 15,700 9.0

Retail 64.500 37

~Wholesale 4,600 2.6

BankinglFinancelBusiness 16.200 9.3

Hotels~Restaurants~Bars 40,100 23.0

Personal & Other Services 26,100 15.0

’All Sectors 174,500 100

All Persons

Building & Construction 145,000

,Manf. Textiles & Apparel 14,900

!Other Manufacture 284,500

I Retail 190,800

’~Wholesale 52.500

iBankinglFinancelBusiness 216.300

iHotellRestaurants/Bars 110,00O

iPersonal & Other Services 208.600

jAIl Sectors 1,222,600

13.6 8.7 5.7

1.6 2.2 5.2

21.5 28.4 18.5

19.3 14.8 25.9

1.7 5.1 5.3

6.5 17.4 7.5

25.5 8.1 18.6

10.2 15.4 13.4

100 100 100

0.4 1.8 0.3

0.4 1.3 6.9

3.2 10.2 3.5

49 30.4 38.1

4.7 5.5 5.8

6.5 10.3 9.3

31.2 28,6 35.1

4.7 11.8 7.0

100 100 100

11.9 6.2 7.7 3.3

1.2 0.9 2.1 3.3

23.3 11.3 25.8 11.8

15.6 35.9 17.0 31.3

4.3 3.4 5.1 5.5

17.7 6.5 16.4 8.3

9.0 28.7 11.1 26.0

17.1 7.1 14.9 10.5

100 100 100 100

breakdowr~ of the 4.3 per cent (52,600) or :ill workers who are

paid linG’{.50 or less across tilt: industrial sector. If workers in tile

lowest paid catcgol~., were distributed evenJy across sectors as a

/)to rata basis with total Clllploynlelat, the percentage figures it)

Columns 13 and C of Table 5.2 would be the same. The degree to

which the figure in Column C is different from that in Column B is

:1 I11Casurc Of the COllcentl.’ltion or other, vise of low paid workers

in tile sector in question. On this basis, we can see that 13uilding &

Construction; Other Manul’acturing; Iaanking/Finance/l~usiness and

Personal & Other Services are all substantially "under-represented"



in terms of their "share" of low [)aid workers. In contrast, Retailing

has 2.3 times :is nlany :is il would have if low paid workers were

distributed as a pt~9 rata basis with all employees. Similarly, tile

Hotels/Restaurant/liar sector has 3.2 times "too many" low paid
staff.

It is interesting to note that according to this simple measure of

concentration the Retailing and Hotel/Restaurant/Bar sectors have

both experienced :111 DIcrease in the degree of over-concentration

of low paid staff over the period 1999 to 2001. The figures in

Table 5.2 show that in 1999 Retailing had an over-representation
of low paid staff of the order of 1.8 (17 per cent of all persons

engaged compared with 31.3 per cent of low paid workers). By

2001 this had increased to 2.3 0rues. Similarly, in 1999 time
Hotel/Restaurant/13ar sector had an overconcentration of time order

of 2.3 times. By 2001 this had increased to 3.2 times. In suture:n3",
therefore, although the risk of being low paid fell substantially in

both the Retailing and Hotel/Restaurant/Bar sector the share of
low paid workers accounted for by each of the sectors in question

rose slightly over the period.

BREAKDOWN OF STAFF BY PAY-SCALE~ SECTOR AND GENDER

Table 5.3 provides derails on the breakdown of employees in 2001

classified according to broad pay-scale, sector and gender. We can

see that the risk of being in the lowest pay category is 2.7 per cent

for males compared with a figure of 7.3 per cent for females. This
means that a female’s probabilily (in aggregate across all females)

of being in the lowest pay group is 2.7 times that of her male

counterpart. One can see from the table that this gender

differential is marginally higher for females who are engaged on a
full-time basis as compared v,,ith those engaged on a part-time

basis. The rate among full-time females is 2.2 times the

comparable male figure (3.6 and 1.6 per cent respectively).

The gender ratio for part-time workers is only 1.3, with a male

rate of 14.1 per cent and a female rote of 19.1 per cent. This
would seem to imply that part-time status takes precedence over

gender in detemaining differences in low pay risk probabilities. In

other words, if one is engaged on a part-time basis one will be
seriously disadvantaged in terms of risk of love pay regardless of

gender. Indeed, a part-time female worker has a risk of being in

time low pay category which is 5.3 times that of her fill-time

female counterpart. A part-time male worker has a risk of being in

the low pay categoW which is 8.8 times that of his full-time

counterpart.



Table 5.3: Persons Engaged Classified According to Broad Basic Pay Scale; Gender; Whether Full-time/Part-time and Sector

Males                                            Females
£4,50 £4.51- £5.51- £4.50 £4,51- £5.51-

SECTOR or 5.50 6.50 £6,50+ Total Total N or 5,50 6,50    £6,50÷
Less Less

Per Cent Per Cent

Total Total N

Full Time
Build. & Construction 2.3 3.2 9.4 85,0 100.0 130,400 0.3 2.8 8.2 88.7 100.0 9,300

Manf Textile & Apparel 1.2 21.7 41.8 35.3 100.0 7,000 4.9 24.4 39.2 31.5 100.0 6,100

Other Manufactunng 1.4 8.6 19.1 70.9 100.0 174,700 2.8 14.3 29.6 53.3 100.0 94,100

Retail 3.8 15.9 17.8 62.6 100.0 66,200 3.7 21.6 25.3 40.2 100.0 60,100

Wholesale 1.1 7,4 17.5 74.0 100.0 34,100 0.2 13.8 23.1 62.9 100.0 13,600

Banking/Business 0.4 7.0 10.2 82.5 100.0 114,500 1,3 2.9 12.7 83.1 100.0 85,600

Services
Hotel/Restaurant/Bar 5.4 28.5 26.8 39.3 100.0 28,500 10.6 46.6 22.4 20.4 100.0 41.400

Personal&Other 0.5 3.8 6.6 89.2 100.0 120,100 4.0 8.0 13.3 74.7 100.0 62,400

Services
TOTAL 1.6 8.2 14.1 76.0 100,0 675,400 3.6 15.8 21.5 59.1 100.0 372,600

Part Time
Build&Construction 2,0 8,3 9,7 79.9 100.0 4,200 2.7 2.7 8.1 86.5 100,0 1,100

Manf Textile & Apparel 22.7 50,0 27,4 0,0 100.0 100 4.9 24,0 59.5 11.6 100,0 1,700

Other Manufacturing 9,0 30.8 35,8 24.4 100.0 5,700 4.3 24.5 29,0 42.1 100.0 10.000

Retail 27.9 50.2 11.7 10.2 100.0 15,000 22.9 34.5 15.2 27.3 100.0 49,400

Wholesale 30.7 38.0 8.0 23.2 100.0 2,600 26.3 32.1 11.7 30,0 100.0 2,200

Banking/Business 13.0 26.9 28.9 31.1 100.0 4,900 11.4 22.8 7.4 58.4 100.0 11,300

Services
HotellRestaurantlBar 13.2 71.2 12.9 2.7 100.0 15,500 29.2 58.9 9.4 2.5 100.0 24,600

Personal & Other 0.9 14.5 23.5 61.0 100.0 10,700 8.3 11.6 25.0 55.0 100.0 15,400

Services
TOTAL 14.1 41.7 17.8 26.4 100.0 58,800 19.1 34.1 16.3 30.5 100.0 115,700

ALL PERSONS
Build. & Construction 2.3 3.4
Manf Textile & Apparel 1.6 22.2
Other Manufacturing 1.6 9.3
Retail 8.3 22.3
Wholesale 3.2 9.6
Banking/Business 0.9 7.8

Services
Hotel/Restaurant/Bar 8.2 43.5
Personal & Other 0.5 4.9

Services
.TOTAL 2.7 11.0

9.4 84.9 100.0 134,600 0.6 2.8 8.2 88.5 100.0 10,400

41.6 34,6 100.0 7,100 4.9 24.4 43.5 27.2 100.0 7,800
19.6 69.4 100.0 180,400 2.9 15.3 29.5 52.2 100.0 104,100
16.6 52.7 100.0 8,200 12.7 28.7 22.1 36,5 100.0 109,400

16.8 70.4 100.0 36,600 3.9 16.4 21.4 58.2 100.0 15,900

11.0 80.3 100.0 119,400 2.4 5.2 12.1 80.2 100.0 96,900

21.9 26.4 100,0 44,000 17.5 51.2 17.6 13.8 100.0 66.000

8.4 86.2 100.0 130,700 5.1 8.9 16.2 69.8 100.0 77,800

14.4 71.9 100=0 734,2--00 7.3 20~.2 20.3 52.2 ! 00.0~488,40_00_



When one considers male/female differences by sector one can

see that the absolute percentage point difference is largest in
respect of the Retail and Hotel/Restaumnl/Bar sectors. When

measured as a ratio of females to males, however, one finds that
the maximum differentkll is in tile PersonM & Other Sen, ices

sector. A total of 5.1 per cenl of females compared with 0.5 per

cent of males in Personal & Other Services fail into the lowest pay
calegotT. This means that females in the sector have 10 times the

risk of males of being in the lowest pay category. The sector

contains an estinlated total of ] 3],000 tomes and 78,000 females.

Table 5.4 provides comparative details on tile percentage of

males ancl females in each broad basic pay category in the 1999
and 2001 surveys. From dm bottom segment in the table one can

see that the percentages of bolh males and females in the lowest

basic pay category (IRSA.50 or less per hour) have fallen

substantially between the two rouncts of the survey. The figures

for males fell I¥om 15 per cent in 1999 to 2.7 per cent in 2001,
while that for females fell from 30.5 per cent in the earlier year to

7.3 per cent in tile most recent sun’ey. Similar substantial falls in
tile percentages of both full-time and lxirt-time staff who fall into

this low pay category are evident from tile table.

Table 5.4: Comparison of Percentages of Males and Females in Each Broad Basic
Pay Scale In the 1999 and 2001 Survey

Basic Hourly Pay Scale

£4,50 or Less £4.51 - £5.50 £5.51 -£6,50 £6.50 + Total
Full Time Per Cant
Males 1999 10.3 12.4 17.8 59.5 100

2001 1.6 8.2 14.1 76 100
Females 1999 19.8 20.9 17.4 41.9 100

2001 3.6 15.8 21.5 59.1 100
Part Time

Males 1999 59.2 18.8 11.3 10.7 100
2001 14.1 41.7 17.8 26.4 100

Females 1999 67.7 17.2 9.8 5.3 100

2001 19.1 34.1 16.3 30.5 100
All Persons

Males 1999 15 13 17.2 54.8 100
2001 2.7 11 14.4 71.9 100

Females 1999 30.5 20.1 22 41.9 100
2001 7.3 20.2 20.3 52.2 100

BREAKDOWN OF STAFF BY PAY-SCAlE, SECTOR AND AGE
COHORT

In Table 5.5 we consider the percentages of persons engaged in

each pay grade classified by broad age group in 2001. The figures

show that there are veW substantial differences within tile three
age cohorts in terms of the percentage of workers classified in the

lowest pay category. Fronl tile bottom row of tile table one can

see, for example, that ahnost 50 per cent of the 37,900 persons



Table 5.5: Employees by Pay Category 2001

I
--

18 Years or Less

£4.50 £4.51 - £5.51 -
SECTOR or 5.50 6.50    £6.50+ Total

LaSS

Par Cent
FULL TIME
Build & 47.5 25.9 21.9 4.8 ICO

Construction
Manf Textile & 46.2 OO,8 11.5 11.5 100

Apparel
Othe~ 19.7 28,6 24,9 26,6 100
Manufactuhog
Retail 31,6 54.2 10.0 4.1 100

Wholesale 34,7 30.5 27.1 7,6 100

Banking~usiness 5.1 10.2 20.4 64.3 100
Sauces

Hotel/Restaurant/ 46.4 61.1 2.1 0.4 100
! Bar
I Personal&Other 67,2 3.1 16.2 11.5 100

Services
TOTAL 39.9 38,3 13.1 6,7 100

Construction

PART TIME
Build & 10,9 68.1 0.0 0.0 100

l Manf TextiJe & 100.0 O.O 0.O O.O 100
Apparel

IOther 37.2 52.6 10.1 0.0 100
Manufacturing

i Retail 57.6 42.2 0.O 0.6 1OO

I WhOleSale 51.5 45,5 3.0 0,0 100

iBanking/Business O.O 1CO.0 O.O 0.0 100
Services

HoteVRestaurant/ 61,9 3E.7 1.5 O,O 100

J Bar
Personal & Other 59.9 25,1 0,0 15,O 100

BarvP-,es
TOTAL. 57.4 41.0 0,8 0.8 1OO

19-25 Years 26 Years or More

Total £4.50 £4.5to £5.51 Total £4.50 £4.51- £5,51 Total

18 or 5.50 -6,50 £6,50+ Total 19-25 or 5.50 -6,50 £6.50+ Total 26

Years Less Years Less Years

or or

Less More

Per Cant Per Cent

3.OO0 6.0 10.9 26,7 56.5 Io0 29,100 o.o 0.5 4.1 95.5 100 107,6oo

200 1.5 ’ 36.1 50.5 11,7 t00 3.500 2.6 18.0 37.5 41,9 100 9,500

2,200 4.7 20,5 32,2 42.6 100 67,406 0,7 7.1 19.6 72.7 100 199.200

4,000 4.8 38,2 33.7 23,3 1OO 32,700 1,8 11.8 19.1 67,2 100 89,6OO

400 1.6 20.7 32.3 45.4 100 10,2OO 0.3 5.8 15.2 78,6 100 37.100

500 0.5 6,1 17,8 75.7 IOO 43,COO 0.8 5.0 9.4 84.8 100 156.500

5,2OO 8,4 57.7 24.5 9.5 100 30.200 2.8 21.3 27.3 48.6 100 34.500

1,500 1.7 7,4 11.8 79.1 100 38,1OO 0,5 3.1 5.3 91.1 100 142,900

17.100 4,0 21.9 25.6 48.5 100 254.100 0.8 6.3 13.1 79.9 100 776.600

400 7,4 2.5 7.4 82.7 100 600 0.7 0.3 10.4 88.6 100 4,300

O 5.2 19.0 58.7 17.2 100 4OO 4.0 28,5 58.1 9.4 100 1,4OO

600 7.7 39.6 34.5 18,2 1OO 5,00(3 3.3 19.0 31.3 46.4 100 10,100

12.300 25,6 54.5 13,8 6.2 tOO 17,4OO 8.4 25.2 19.4 47.0 100 34,800

300 33.6 42.6 21.5 2.t iCO 900 25.2 32.3 7.2 35.3 100 3.600

1OO 20.1 58.4 2,9 18.6 100 4,800 8.5 9.2 18,7 63.6 100 11.400

5.900 22.7 66.0 10.4 0.g 100 22.300 3,9 72.8 16.2 7.2 100 11.800

1.200 4.8 t~.O 45.6 30,8 100 3.900 2.4 11.0 21,9 64.7 100 21,100

20.800 20.7 54,7 15,9 8.7 100 55,300 6,3 24,6 20,4 48.8 100 98,500



Table 5.5: Employees by Pay Category 2001 (cont.)

SECTOR

16 Years ()r Less
£4.50 £4.51- £5.51 ¯

or 5.50 6,50    £6.50+ Total
Less

Per Cent

ALL PERSONS
BuL~ & 43.3 33,2 10.3 4.2 100

Consu~t~n
Manf Textile &       56.3 25.0 th3 9.3 100

Appar~
Other 23.5 33.8 213 21.0 100

Manufacturing
Retain 51.3 45.2 2.5 1.0 100
Wholesale 42,4 37,3 10,1 4,1 100
8a nkJng/Business 4.0 18.5 10.5 58,4 100

Ser~;ces
Hoto~Restaumnt/ 54.6 43.4 1.8 0,2 100

Bar
Pena0~al & Other 64.0 12.7 10,3 13.0 100

I Se~ces
TOTAL 49,5 39,7 6,3 4,4 100

Total £4.50 £4.51- £5.51 Total £4.50 £4.51- £5.51 Total
18 or 5.50 -6.50 £6.50+ Total 19-25 or 5.50 -6.50 £6.50+ Total 26

Years Less Years Less Years
or or

Less More
Per Cent Per Cent

3.400 6.0 10.7 26,3 57.0 100 29,600 0,0 0,4 4.3 95.2 100 111.900

200 2.0 34,5 51.3 12,3 100 3.800 2.8 19.4 40,1 37,7 100 10.900

2,800 4,9 21,8 32,3 41,0 100 72,400 0,8 7,7 20,1 71.4 100 209,300

16,300 t2,0 43.9 26,8 17.3 100 50,100 3,7 15.6 19.2 61.5 100 124,400
700 4.3 22.5 31,4 41,7 tOO 11.200 2,5 8,2 14.5 74,8 100 40,600
600 2.4 11.4 t6.3 69,9 100 47.800 1.3 5.3 lO.t 83,3 100 167.900

11.200 14.5 61,2 18.5 5.8 100 52,500 3.1 34.4 24,4 38.1 100 46.300

2.700 t,9 8,5 14.9 74.S 1(;0 42,000 0,7 4,1 7,4 87.7 100 163,900

37,900 7.0 27.8 23.9 41.4 100 309,400 1,4 8,3 ~3.9 76,4 100 875.300



aged 18 years or less earn :in hourly basic of less than IR£4.50.

The comparable figure for 19-25 year old workers is 7 per cent
riffling to only 1.4 per cent for persons aged 26 years or more.

Similar trends :ire apparent for both full-time and pan-time

workers. One can see that as Ill:lily :IS 57 per cent of part-tinle
workers aged 18 years or less receive a basic hourly salaW of

IR£4.50 or less. This conlpares with 40 per cent among yotlng full-

time staff.
Table 5.6 provides comparable information on the percentages

of each age cohort at both rounds of tile sur,,ey which fall into

each of the fokir hourly basic pay scale categories. If one first

considers tile situation relating to all persons engaged, one can
see that the risk of falling into tile lowest i)ay category has fallen

for per.sons in :ill age cohorts since the first sur,,ey in 1999. For

example, one can see that for i)ersons aged 18 years or less tile
risk has fallen from 81 per cent to 49 per cent between 1999 and

2001. The figure for 19-25 year old workers has fallen from 34 per

cent to 7 per cent over tile period in question and from 11 per
cent to just over 1 per cent for those aged 26 years or more.

Ahhough the largest percentage point difference betv.,een tile two

years in question is apparenl in tile 18 year old or less group, tile

largest percentage redtlction in risk levels is in tile older two age
cohorts. It is at)parent from tile table thai tllese trends are

repeated among both full-time and part-time workers.

Table 5.6: Comparison of Percentages of Each Broad Age Cohort in the 1999 and 2001

Surveys which Fell into the Four Hourly Basic Pay Scale Categories

Basic Hourly Pay

=ull Time
18 yrs or less 1999

2001

19-25 years 1999

2001

26 yrs + 1999
2001

Part Time

18 yrs or less 1999

2001

19-25 years 1999

2001

26 yrs + 1999

2001

All Persons

18 yrs or less 1999

2001

19-26 years 1999
2001

26 yrs + 1999
2001

I ................

£4.50 or Less £4,51-£5.50 £5.51 -£6.50 £6.50 + Totals

(Per Cent)

62.6 11.9 2.2 23.3 100

39.9 38.3 13.1 8.7 100

24.2 26.5 20.3 29 100

4 21.9 25.6 48.5 100

7.7 11.4 17 63.9 100

0.8 6.3 13.1 79.9 100

97.9 2.1 0 0.1 100

57.4 41 0.8 0.8 100

74.2 14.4 9.5 1.9 100

20.7 54.7 15.9 8.7 100

42.1 27.1 15.3 15.5 100

6.3 24.6 20.4 48.8 100

80.6 6.9 1.1 11.5 100

49.5 39.7 6.3 4.4 100

34.5 24 18.1 23.4 100

7 27.8 23.9 41.4 100

11 12.9 16.9 59.2 100

1.4 8.3 13.9 76.4 100



5.3
Occupational

Grade and
Level of Pay
Among Low

Paid Workers

In this section we briefly consider tv,,o aspects of those who

receive a basic hourly rote of 11~’,4.50 or less. We first discuss their

distribution according to occupational grade before moving on to

examine in broad terms their level of pay.

OCCUPATIONAL GRADE OF WORKERS RECEIVING [R~.50 OR
LESS PER HOUR

Table 5.7 i)resents derails on the distribution of those ?~*ho receive
IR.£/i.50 or less per hour by occupational grade for 1999 and 2001.
For botll years we show the distribution of low paid workers and
also the distribution of :ill workers according to occupational
categories. By comparing both sets of figures one can identify
grades in which low paid workers are over- or under-rel)resented.

The figures in respect of 1999 clearly show that low paid staff
are substantially over-represented in Sales categories and Personal

Services. The former grades accounted for just over 13 per cent of
:ill persons engaged in 1999. It also accounted for 31 per cent of
those paid IR£4.50 or less per hour. Similarly, the Personal Service
category (which includes catering workers, domestics, cleaners,
laundry, workers etc.) accounted for only 8 per cent of all persons
engaged in 1999 while also accounting for 24 per cent of low paid
workers. These figures clearly represent substantial concentrations
of low paid v.,orkers in the grades in question. The table also
shows a less substantial over-representation of low l)aid workers
among labourers (accounting for 6 per cent of all workers and 9
per cent of low paid workers).

The figures in respect of 2001 indicate that the distributions of
both low paid and all workers by occupational grade have not
changed substantially I)etween 1999 and 2001. But it is clear that
in 2001 we still have substantial over-concentration of the low
paid in Sales and Personal Seta, ices occupations with a less
significant concentration among lal)ourers. Notwithstanding some
minor fluctuations in the distributions in other grades the figures
are relatively consistent for other occupations between the two
years in qtlestion.

Table 5.7: Distribution by Occupational Grade of Persons who Fall into the Lowest Basic
Pay Category (IR£4.50 Per Hour or Less) in 1999 and 2001

1999 2001
Occupational Grade                   IR£4.50 or All Engaged IR£4.50 or All Engaged

Less Less
Managers/Proprietors 3.4 15,7 3,7 13.5
EnglScilComputerlOther Professional 0.2 6.2 0.2 7.0
Eng/Sci/Comp/Associ Professional 0.2 3.8 0.7 4.8
Clerical/Secretarial 4.9 13.7 2.4 12.0
Skilled Main/Skilled Production 7.0 10.1 12.1 11.4
Prod uction Operatives 16.9 17.1 10.3 15.1
TransporiJCommunications 2.3 5.9 2.1 6.1
Sales 31.4 13.3 28.3 13.1
Personal Services 24.4 8.t 27.5 8.5
Labourers 9.4 6.1 12.7 8.6
TOTAL 100.0 100.0 100.0 ~00.0 --



LOW PAID WORKERS CLASSIFIED BY BROAD LEVEL OF PAY

Finally, Table 5.8 presents details on the distribution of persons

who receive 11££,4.50 or less per hour classified according to broacl
category of alllOLint in both 2001 and 1999. From tile top section

of the table one can see th:it in 2001 a total of 77 per cent el:

persons paid IR,£4.50 or less per hour receive between IR,~i.00

and IR.~.50. Perh:ips somewhat surprisingly, slightly higher
proportions of parl-time than fun-time workers fall into tile 1R£4.00

-£~.50 per hour than fall below llLg4.00 per hour. The table shows
that tllis represents a fairly substantial chartge from tile situation

which pertained in 1999, when 60 per cent of persons paid less

th:m IP,£4.50 per hour were paicl between 11L£4.00-£4.50.

Table 5.8: Employees Receiving IR£4.50 or Less Per Hour in 2001 and 1999 by Full-
Time/Part-Time and Pay Level

2001
Full Time Part Timo TOTAL

Basic per/hour (n) Per Cent (n) Per Cent (n) Per Cent
IR~’4.00-£4.50 16,900 72.7 24,00 81.0 40,900 77.4
Under IR£4 6,300 27.3 5,600 19.0 11,900 22.6
TOTAL 23,200 100.0 29,600 100.0 52,800 100.0

1999
Full Time Part Time TOTAL

Basic per/hour (n) Per Cent (n) Per Cent (n) Per Cent
IR£4.00-£4.50 72.300 67.4 41,300 50.6 113.600 60.2
Under IR£4 34,900 32.6 40,200 49.4 71,100 39.8
TOTAL 107,200 100.0 81,~.500 100.0 188,_8pp 10_0.0

5.4
Summary

The main concentrations of sul>minimuna workers in both

1999 and 2001 were in occupatiorts related to Sales and Personal
Seta, ices. The Retail and Hotel/Restaurant/Bar sectors were the

ones which had the highest concentration of low paid workers.

These are also the sectors v.,ith the highest concentrations of

persons who fall into the Sales anti Person:d Se~,ices occupational

grades. We also noted that just over three-quarters of low paid
workers in 2001 were paid between 11LL4.00-.~4.50 per hour. This

represents a substantial increase as compared to the situation in

1999 when only 60 per cent of lov., paid workers were in this
hourly income range.

In this chapter we have considered sevel’al aspects of tile

stra.lctt.lre of etl~ploynaent both before and after the introduction of

nlininmm wage legislatiott. Our prinlaD’ focus throughout was on

the percentage of v¢orkers who were paid :l basic hourly rate of
IKL4.50 when tile surveys were carried out in early 1999 and 2001.

We began by considering general changes in the structure of

employment over the period in question. Overall, we found that

there wa:5 a renlarkable degree of constzincy in ternls of structures

according to grade; full-time/part-tinae breakdowns etc. Within tire

context of overall stability one could identify some shifts in cenain
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sectors. Most notable among these was a reduction in the relative

proportion of full-time males engaged in the retailing sector. This

reduction in tile proportion of males was compensated for by an
increase in the proportion of female part-time workers. Finally,

ahhough there was no substantial shift in terms of age

distributions we saw thai the percentage of workers in the

youngest age cohorl fell slighdy from 5 to 3 per cent between

1999 and 2001. [t would seem reasonable to asstane, however,
that this i)ossibly reflects tile tightness of the labour market over

recent years and is driven more by re-entry and increased
parlicipation rates among those in okler cohorts rather than by the

effects of tile minimum wage.

Having considered general changes in the structure of

employment we moved on to focus, in particular, on the risk and

incidence of low paid workers in 1999 and 2001. We saw that
there was a very substanlial reduction in the percentage of

workers who earned 11~g4.50 per hour or less - from 21 per cent
in 1999 to just over 4 per cent in 2001. The risk of being low-paid

was differentiated according to full-time/part-time status; sector;

gender alld age.
Full-tinle staff had a substantially lower risk of being low paid

than their paFt-thne counterparts. Those engaged in tile

Hotel/Restaurant/I]ar and Retail sectors also had a much higher
risk of being low pakl than those involved in other areas of

economic activity. Notwithstanding major reductions in risk figures
in all sectors I)etween 1999 and 2001, both Retail and

Hotels/Restaurants/Bars still display veW high risk levels relative
to olher sectors.

Gender differences in terms of risk of being low paid were also

in evidence. Males had a lower risk than their female coumerparts
- 2.7 per cent compared with 7.3 per cent of females. We noted

that when full-time/i)art-time status was taken into account gender
differences ’.,,,ere largely maintained, especially in respect of full-

time workers. The differentials, although still apparent, were not

as strong for part-time workers. This suggests to the atlthors that,
at least to some degree, f)art-time status takes precedence over

gender effects and can ameliorate the latter to the disadvantage of
both sexes.

We saw that the percentage of persons in tile lowest hourly

basic pay category was strongly related to age cohort. As many as
50 per cent of workers aged 18 years or less were in the lowest

basic i)ay category in the 2001 survey. The compaml)le figure for
the 19-25 year old group was 7 per cent and 1.4 per cent for those

aged 26 years or more.
Finally, we saw in the last section that tile main concentrations

of workers below IR£4.50 were in occul)ational grades which
were related to Sales and Personal Services.



6. CHANGES IN THE

COMMON SAMPLE OF FIRMS

BEaWEEN THE TWO

SURV S

6.1
Introduction

In this chapter we consider some aspects of change in the size

and structure of individual firms at tile micro level. As explained in
Chapter 2 al)ove, we included two components in the target

sample for the survey. In addition to the "new" sample of 1,160

firms which was not previously approached in the first round of

the survey, v.,e also included all 1,062 finns which had successfully

completed a questionnaire in the 1999 survey. A total of 605 of
this latter category participated in tile second round of the survey

and :ire included in the final 1,072 cases which are used in the
analysis outlined in this report.

The irtformation provided by the 605 firms which were

common to both years can I)e used to provide a so-called

"longitudinal" analysis of the data where tile focus is on change at

the irtdividual or micro-level of tile finn. Hitherto, in tile report we
have provided details on net chartge in the overall population

between the two years of the suta,ey. This net change may mask,

to some degree, coml)ensating changes in different directions as
experienced by individual firms in the sample. For example, some

firms may exl)erience an increase in the proportion of minimun]

wage v.,orkers xvhonl tile}’ employ, others may experience a

clecrcase. The analysis presented to this point in the report uses

the two sample surveys as so-called independent cross-sections.

Tile figures on change are net in the sense that, as described
above, they represent the net experience of tile often divergent

fortunes of individual firms.

Whilst this type of analysis is extremely revealing and provides

veW important insights to the overall change which has taken

place in the v,,orkforce, it is particularly helpful to complement it
with the so-called longitudinal analysis at the level of the
inclividual firm. This is what we provided in this chapter, based on

tile subset of 605 respondents who were comnlon to both rounds

of the survey.
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Two main aspects of the experience of finns :ire considered.
The first aspect is a consideration of tile characteristics of fimls

which have gone out of business between the first and second

rounds of the survey. It is of particular interest ill tile overall
context of tile report to consider whether or not the introdtiction

of tile nlinimum wage itself was a factor in their closure. Second,

we examine trends in the structure of tile workforce at the level of

the indiuidualfitwz, focusing Oll changes in the proportion of tile
work/orce which is sul)-nlinimunl wage at both rounds of tile

survey,

6.2
Interpretation

and Re-
weighting the

Data for
Longitudinal

Analysis

As" noted in Chapter 2 above, one should re-weight or

statistically adjust survey dam prior to analysis to ensure that they

are representative of tile totaliiy of tile population from which
tile}, have been selected. In analysing tile 605 firms which are

common to hoth rounds of the survey, it is necessao, to reach a

meaningfully interpretable adjustment or re-v,,eighting of the dam.
For the current chapter we have developed two sets of weights for

tile subset of cases which were COlllnlon [o both rounds of tile

sm~,ey. The first of these is based on the enlerpri.~£3 the second on
the eml)loyee. These :ire exactly analogous to tile firm-based and

employee-based weights discussed in Chapter 2 in respect of the

main body of tile sample.
To implement tile two sets of weights for the longitudinal sub-

sample we have grossed the resuhs to tile populalion which

existed in 1999 at the first round of the survey. Accordingly, one
should interpret Ihe resuhs based oll tile adjusted subset of

questionnaires as if one had been able in 1999 to record

prospective details on the situation of the firm in 2001. This,

therefore, gives us a measure of change over the two-year period
at the level of tile individual company. By definition this type of

analysis excludes "births" of new firms over tile study period. It
focuses on the stock of firms which e.vi.~’ted in 1999 and which

co*llinued 1o exi.~l D~lo 2001. Of these firms it then asks the
question where are tile}, now in tel-hiS of employnlent structure

etc.

It is worth noting that tile sample for analysis in this chapter is
suhslantially reduced from the total of 1,072 firms used throughoul

tile rest of tile report to tile common set of 605 firms which

resl)onded in both rounds of the sur~,ev. Because of this reduction
in smnple size, variances and related confidence intervals around

statistical estimates are correspondingly wider than in early
chapters.



A total of 57 Firms from tile 1,062 which successfully completed
6.3

the firsl rouncl of the survey did not participate in tile second
Factors

Affecting round because they had gone out of business. This represents an
unweightecl total of 5.4 per cent. When the weights derived for

Firms Going
Out of

the full 1999 suo.,ey are applied v.,e find that the grossed estimate

of the percentage going out of business over the study period is
Business

8.2 per cent. These were firms which were definitively identified

by interview :is having gone out of business by the time the 2001
fidchvork took place, and we look at their character/stics in this

section.

Table 6.1 presents details on the information recorded at tile

time of the first sutwey in 1999 in respect of trends in business
volumes and profit levels over tile 12 months precediF~g thai

suta,ey. The information is then classified in terms of whether or

not the firm was subsequently found to be out-of-business by tile
later stn~,ey in 2001. From Section A of the table one can see that

those firms which were identified as having gone out of business

by 2001 had a much higher probability of having experienced a
fall in business volumes in the 12 months preceding the first
round of the survey than dicl their counterparts who were still in

business by the end of the period in question. One can see, For
example, that just under 28 i)er cent of tile group of conlpanies
which had gone out of business by 2001 had txecorded in the

earlier sur,,ey that daeir business volumes had decreased over tile
preceding 12 momhs. The compaml)le figure for firms which were

still in business by 2001 was only 7 per cent.

Table 6.1: Firms Which Participated in the First Round (1999) of the Survey Classified
According to Their Business Status in 2001 and Trends in (a) the Value of Their
Business; (b) Their OverAll Profit Level in the 12 Months Preceding the 1999
Round of the Survey

Trends In 1998-99 in: In"Business in ()ut of Business by    All Finms
2001 2001

PerCent PerCent PerCent
(a) Business Volumes
Increased
Stayed the same
Decreased
Total

56.1 40.2 54.8
36.9 32.1 36.5

7,0 27.7 8.7
100.O 100.O 100.0

, (b) Profit Levels
, Substantial Loss

Moderate Loss
Broke Even

, Moderate Profit
i Substantial Profit

Total

0.8 12.7 1.8
5.1 15.8 6.0

21.4 29.8 22.1
67.6 41.7 65.5

5.1 0.0 4.7
100.0 100.0 100.0



Section (b) of "121ble 6.1 presents similar details in respect of

the trend in profit levels over the period i)receding the first survey

in 1999. From this one can see that almost 28 per cent of finns

which went out of business by 2001 had recorded a recent loss in

the 1999 survey. The comparable figure for the group of

companies which were still in business by 2001 ’,’,,as just under 6

per cent.

Table 6.2 considers the risk according to industrial sector of

going out of business in the period between the two rounds of the

survey. Fronl this one can see that the sectors with the highest

risk ’.’,,ere Manufacturing of Textiles & Apparel; Banking/Finance/

Business Sel’vices (both 13 per cent) and Building & Construction

(11 per cent). Risk levels in other sections were clustered in the

region of 4-7 per cent.

Table 6.2: Firms which Participated in the First Round (1999) of
the Survey Classified According to Their Business

Status in 2001 and Sector in 1999

In Out of

Sector in 1999                     Business Business All Firms
In 2001 by 2001

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
Building & Construc0on 89.0 11.0 100.0
Manufacture o1 Textiles & Apparel 86.6 13.4 100.0
Other Manufactunng 95.0 5.0 100.0

’ Retail 93.0 7.0 100.0
Wholesale 95.5 4.5 100.0
Banking/Finance/Business 86.7 13.3 100.0

Services
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 93,0 7.0 100.0
Personal & Other Services 93.8 6.2 100.0
Total 91.8 8.2 100.0~

Tal)les 6.3a and 6.3b consider the relationship between going

out of business and (a) total numlx:r of persons engaged at the

time of the 1999 survey and (b) percentage of persons engaged

who are paid less than IR£4.50 per hour. From Section A one can

see there appears to be a relationship I)etveeen going out of

I)usiness and the size of the coral)any.

Table 6.3a: Firms which Participated in the First Round (1999) of

the Survey Classified According to Number of
Employees in 1999 and Business Status in 2001

~Number of Persons InBuslness Outof All Firms
Engaged in 1999 in 2001 Business by

2001
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

3 or less engaged 33.7 58.3 35.7
4-9 engaged 51.0 35.2 49.7
10-34 engaged 7.2 4.7 7.0
35-99 engaged 5.0 1.4 4.7
100+ engaged 3.1 0.5 2.9

_T~To)aJ 10.0,0 I,QQ,() I.oo_.o



6.4
Changes in the

Intensity of
Minimum

Wage Workers

Table 6.3b: Firms Which Participated in the First Round (1999) of
the Survey Classified According to (a) Percentage of
Employees in 1999 Who Were Below an Hourly Basic
Pay of IR£4.50 or Less and (b) Business Status in 2001

-Percentage Below InBusiness in Outof All Firms

IR£4.50 Per Hour in 2001 Business by
1999 2001

Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

None 52.6 61.2 53.3
Less than 15 per cent 4.2 1.0 4.0
15 per cent or more 43.2 37.7 42.7

Total 100.0 1,00,0 100.0 ._

It is clear from the table that a subst:mti:dly higher percentage

of firms which went out of business were small - with three or

less persons engaged. A total of 58 per cent of those which went

out of business were in this size category compared with only 34

per cent of other firms. Table 6.3b provides details on the
breakdown of firms according to whether or not they went out of

business and also the percentage of their workforce paid less than

IR£4.50 per hour at the time of the 1999 sur~,ey. The table shows

that a higher percentage of firms which went out of business (61

per cent) had no minimum wage workers. The comparable figure

for firnls renlaining ill business over tile period in question was

only 53 per cent. This would seem to suggest that the presence of
nlinllllLlnl or Sl.lJ)-nlinJlllUnl wage employment in the firnl in 1999

¯ ,’,,:is not a factor in determining whether or not it went out of

business within the subsequent two years.

The longitudinal nature of a component of the sample allows us

to classify firms according to their intensity of workers paid about

the nlininlLlnl wage or less at both su~’eys. What we have
measured in the stna,eys is the numbers below IR£4.50, and we

will call this for convenience in the following discussion

"mininlunl wage enlployment". This inform:ltion allows one to

consider the transitions from minimum wage concentrations il1

1999 to tile corresponding position in 2001. The results are
shown in Table 6.4. The figures in the table are percentages based

on all firms and

Table 6.4: Reweighted Longitudinal Sub-Sample of Firms
Classified According to the Intensity of Minimum Wage
Workers in Their Workforce in 1999 and 2001

Intensity of Minimum
Wage Workers, 1999

None
Less than 15 per cent
15 per cent or more

..TTO.T/~L

Intensity of Minimum Wage Workers, 2001

Less than 15% or Total
15% More

(Per Cent of Total)
50.3 0.4 3.0 53.7

4.7 0.4 0.1 5.1
25.8 3.8 11.5 41.2
80.8 4.7 1.4,6 10.0._0

None



so the suna of figures in all cells comes to 100 per cent. One can
see, for example, thal just over 50 per cent of all firms had no

nlinimnm wage workers when the surveys were carried out. A
further 0.4 per cent of firms had less than 15 per cent of their

workforce made up of employees paid II~£.4.50 or less at both

survey obsep.’ations while a fun.her 11.5 l)er cenl were paying 15
per cent or more of their v.,orkforce less than 1R£4.50 in both 1999

and 2001. This means that a total of just over 62.2 per cent of

businesses lay along the so-called "leading diagonal" in Table 6.4.
This iml)lies that they did not change the intensity of the minimum

wage conlponent of their v.,orkforce over the period in question.
The table shows the trend in terms of mirlinlum wage intensities

For the remaining 37.8 per cent of firms. One can see that only

3.5 per cenl of firms lay above and to the right of the "leading
diagonal" while the remaining 34.3 per cent lie below the leading

diagonal. This means that just over one-third of all firms reduced

their intensity of minimum wage employment over the study
period while 3.5 per cenl increased the prol)onion of sub-

nlinil111.lnl wage employees whom they engaged.

It is clearly of interest to consider which types of firms retained

their high concentration of nlinillll.lnl wage enlployees over the
periocl in question. In other words, in which seclors are the 11.5

per cent of firms located which paid 15 per cent or more of their
workforce at sLib-nlininlnnl rates in both rOl.lnds of the survey.

The figures in column A of Table 6.5 provides the percentage
breakdown by sector of this group of firms. The column shows

that 42 per cent of firms with a persistently high rote of sub-

mininlum wage employees are in the Retail sector. Colunm C in
the table provides details on the percentage I)reakdown of all

firms by sector. Comparison of the figures in Colunms A with C

provides a measure of sectoral over- or under-representation of
firms relative to the situation which woulcl pertain were the group

with persistently high levels of minimum v,,age employment

distributed across sectors on a p~) rala basis with the distribution
of all firms in the population. On this basis, the figures in the table
imply an over-rel)resentation of the order of 32 per cent for firms

with persistently high levels of minimum wage workers in the

retail sector. One can further see flom the table that 22 per cent of
Ihe firms in question are in the Hotel/Restauranl/Bar Sector-

indicating [111 over-rel)resentation of 49 per cent in that sector
relative to the overall population distribution.

One can similarly ask where are the 3.5 per cent of finns

located which experienced an i11ctegtse in the intensity of
minimum wage employees in their workforce. Column 13 of Table

6.5 shows that almosl 69 per cenl of the small prol)onion of firnls
in question are located in the Relail Sector. This suggests an over-

representation in that sector of the order of 115 per cent.



Table 6.5: Sectoral Distribution of Firms Which (a) Longitudinally had
15 Per Cent or More Persons Engaged Paid IR£4.50 or Less
Per Hour (11.5 Per Cent of All Firms from Table 6.4 Above);
and (b) Displayed an Increase in the Percentage of Persons
Engaged Who Were Paid IR£4.50 or Less Per Hour (3.5 Per

Cent of Table 6.4 Above)

6.5
Summary

(a) (b) (c)
Firms with Firms with an All Firms

Persistently Increase in Per
Sector High Level of Cent of Sub-

Sub-Minimum Minimum
Workers Workers
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent

Building & Construction 4.9 1.6 9.7
Manufacture of Textiles & 0.6 0.5 0.5

Apparel
Other Manufacturing & 2.2 10.8 5.2

Production
Retail 42.4 88.8 32.0
Wholesale 4.2 0.0 5.6
Banking/Fina nce/B usiness 11.0 3.8 17.4

Services
Hotels/Restaurants/Bars 22.5 13.0 15.1
Personal & Other Services 12.2 0.0 14.4

...~Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

One can see :111 over-concentration o1 108 per cent in Other

Manufacturing. It is clear that the trends shown in "rabies 64 and

6.5 are wholly consistent with the cross-sectional trends in the

data as outlined in the previous chapter.

In this chapter we considered some changes ill the stndcture oJ"

employment at the level of the individual firm by concentrating on
the sub-sample of cases which successfully participated in both

roul’tds of the sur~,ey. In particular we discussed the characteristics

of fim~s which ",,,,ere identified as having gone out of business

over the study period and also considered the sectoral distribution
of firms which maintained persistently high levels of sub-minimum

employment over the period in question.
In regard to the characteristics of firms which had gone out of

business over the study period we found that this ’,’,,as most

strongly related to their having experienced a fall in their profit
levels over the preceding 12 month period. The number of

workers in their workforce paid about the minimunl wage did not
appear to be a factor in determining their going out of business.

We further saw that, as one would expect in the light of the
cross-sectional results O[" earlier chaplers, only sinai[ percentages

(11.5 per cent) of firms remained with persistently high levels of

minimum wage employees over the period in question and only

3.5 per cent actually increased the percentage of their workforce
paid at this level. Tim firms in question apl)eared to be

concentrated ,principally in the retail sector with some lesser
concentraliofJs in the Hotel/RestanralllfBar sector.



7. ECONOMEFRIC F_STIMATES

OF THE EMPLOYMENF

EFFECTS OF THE NATIONAL

MIND/F  WAGE

7.1
~oducUon

7.2
Modelling the
Employment
Effects of the

Minimum
Wage

The firm sun,eys on which this study relies have first provided
cross-sectional pictures of the population of Irish finals before and
after time introduction of time national minimum wage, and previous
chapters have described the pattena of change in pay and
employment levels over this period in these cross-sections.
Second, the fact that a substantial proportion of the firms in time
original survey were re-interviewed in 2000/2001 also means that
the changes in pay and employment structure for these specific
finals could also be examined, and this was the focus of Chapter 6.
For this sub-set, on average employment increased by
approximately 18 per cent over time period, but 30 per cent of time
finams experienced a decline in employment. To examine the
relationship between wage changes and etnployment among these
finns more formally, in this chapter we employ econometric
techniques to relate employment growth berween the two surveys
to measures capturing the effective "bite" of time minimum wage.

To examine the link bet~veen the introduction of the minimum

wage and the employment changes in the (sub-)set of finaas
interviewed both before and after introduction, we estintate time
following equation:

Xbin(N,) = 130 + 131 MinWt.,.l+ 13r. ~.1 + en (1)

where N measures employment, MinW seeks to capture the
effective "bite" of the minimum wage for time finn in question and
X controls for other observable characteristics of the finam. To
estimate this equation, the emclal ingredient is a measure of
MinW, in other words the openness of one final versus another to
being affected by the minimum wage. What we are trying to test is
whether finams that ex ante look more likely than others to be

7O



affected by the minimum wage are seen e.~" post to have worse

employment outconles, taking into account all their other
characteristics.

Given the design of the survey, a number of possible measures

of minimum wage "bite" are available For investigation. The first is

a simple indicator denoting v¢llether the firm employed workers
I)elow tile national mininmnl wage prior to its introduction (which

we label Mwage99). Half the firms in our sample (present in both

surveys) repor~ecl in the First survey that they had at least one

employee paid under It~£4.50. Taking this as indicator of [Tlinimunl

¯ ,-,,age "bite" in effect simply allows las to compare firms with and
without such an employee in 1998/99, and ask whether

eml)loyment growth was lower ill the fomler than the laner.

The second indicator is the prol)ortion of the firm’s labour

Force below IR.fA.50 in the first survey (wfiich we call PropMw99).
As well as comparing firms with anti without employees

potentially affected by the mininlnnl wage, we are then in effect

also seeing wfieOmr d~ose with a large proportion of employees

potentially affected experienced lower growth than those with a

small proportion potentially affected.
The resuhs of estimating an equation simply relating the

percentage change in employment From 1998-2000 to either of
these two measures are given in tile first two colunlns of Table

7.1. They show that neither measure of the n~inimum wage "bite"

is significantly related to employnlent growth in the firm over the
period.

Table 7A: The lmpact of the Minimum Wage on Employment
(Standard Errors in Parentheses)

(Z) (3) (4)

,19 .17 .27 .26
604) (.03) (.12) (.13)

-.Ol .Ol
(.05) (.05)

Explanatory Varlable (1)

Constant

Mwage99

PropMw99

Irish

Export

Profit

Union

Wage Bill

Totemp99

.O4
(.09)

.06
(.09)

-.13 -.13
(.09) (.09)
-.04 -.03
(.06) (.06)
.08 .08

(.o6) (.o6)
.Ol .02

(.07) (.07)
-.001 -.002°

COOt) (.o01)
-.OOOl -.O0Ol
(.0001) (.0001)

R2 .001 .004 .016 .016
LSample~ze 587 587 ,440 440

The resuhs in the first t~,o coknnns take no account of any
differences between firms other than the number of workers

below 11¢g4.50 in 1998/99. However, it is likely that these Firms
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woukl have experienced different employment patterns between

then and tile second survey even without tile mininlunl wage
legislation, because as we have seen in previous chapters they
differ systematically across a range of dimensions. Failure to

control for these differences could distort tile estimated impact of

the minimum wage, and tile surveys allow us to idenlil~, some
impoi~ant characteristics of the firms that may l:.e included as

control v:lriables in the equation (tile set of X varkd?les in

Equation (I). Among tile control variables we use are whether the
fiml was Irish or foreign owned (which we label Irish), whether

tile firnl exported or not (Export), an indicator of the profitability

of tile finn in tile year prior to tile nlinimuln wage (Profit), an
indicator variable denoting whether or not at least 50 per cent of

tile firnl’s non-managerial employees were in a trade union
(Union), as well as the percentage of the company’s total

operating costs that are accounted for by their total wage bill
(Wage Bill). We also included tile firm’s initial employment level

(TotEmp99).
The results from this specification are given in columns (3) and

(4) of Table 7.1. We now see that more profitable firms

experienced faster employment growth, while companies for

which labour constituted :t large fraction of tile wage bill had

lower employment growth, as did Irish compared with foreign
owned firnls. Nolle of tile other characteristics approached

statistical significance. However, in tile current context our

primaW interest is in the coefficients on the minimum wage

variable. We see that including this range of controls had little

effect on the minimum wage estimates, and for both the measures

used tile miJlimunl wage effect is still small and statistically

insignificant.

An ahemative to including all sample finns in the analysis is to

concentrate on firms which had at least one minimum wage
worker in the first survey, and then ..a~e whether tile change in

employnlent is systematically related to tile proportion of the

firm’s labour force below tile minimunl wage. While this reduces

tile number of observations available, it should also reduce tile
extent of dil]~rences across tile firl’zls in potentially relevant

cha~lcteristics thai we have not been able to take into account

because we do not have the necessary infonllation - what is

termed unobserved heterogeneity. "File results from adopting this

approach are given in Table 7.2. We find that restricting the

sample to only firms potentially affected by tile minimum wage

makes little difference to our results. Again it appears as though

tile minimum wage has had little effect on employment growth for
this sample of fim~s.



Table 7.2: The Impact of Minimum Wages on Employment -
Minimum Wage Firms Only (Standard Errors in

Parentheses)

7.3
Alternative

Models

Explanatoq/Variable (1) (2)

Constant .13 .26
(.06) (.19)

PropMw99 .10 .11
612) {.12)

Irish -.20
(.15)

Export .01
C08)

Profit .14

(.o9)
Union .10

(.10)
Wage Bill -.002

(.002)
Totemp99 -.0006"

(.0003)
R2 .002 .03

.LSample Size ,30j 2_27

Our results SO flu are cotlsistent ’,vith US and UK studies by

Card and Krueger (1995) and I)ickens, Machin at’td Manning

(1999) respectively, wlaich failed to find a negative impact on
emplo),nmnl levels from raising Ihe minimum wage. However,

one needs to be careful in interpreting these findings. A criticism

tlaat has often been levelled at these types of stuclies is their

inability to distinguish between potential and actual "bite" of the

nlJl~iil’nulll wage. Even in :in econofny that was 11ol growing
rapidly, some of dte workers receiving wages bdow the {lliililllL[lll

wage in 1998/99 would have received a wage increase by 2000 in

any case, and thus not have I>een affected by the introduction of

the n’lininal.lnl wage. In 2111 econonly experiencing the rapid growth

seen in Ireland over the period, this is even more relevant. We
have seen in earlier chapters that, in a market chamcterised by

labour shortages, many firnas :ire saying that they have to raise the
"-’,,age in order zo anKJct a suitable supt)ly of labour, and this is

reflected in the CSO’s average earnings series. Given these

circumstances, the actual number of firms affeczed by the

i111nillltlnl wage Wotlld be substantially smaller than the ilunlber

v.,ith employees below IR£4.50 in 1998/99. The question this raises

is whether the measures of minimum wage "bite" we have used

based on the number of such employees in the 1998/99 survey

are likely to be adequate.

As we saw in Chapter 4, to to’ to capture this underlying
grov.,th in wages over the period, firms in the surcey were asked

if. given trends in the labour market, they wotlld have had to

increase wages anyway up to the level set out in the mininlum

wage. Of the firms in /he second wave who said that they had

workers below the minimum wage when it was introduced, 84 per

cent said thai they would have increased these wages in any case.



To allow for this we create a new minin~um wage "bite" variable

which takes the value 1 only if the firm had minimum wage
workers and said they would not have increased ’,’,,ages were it

not for the minimum wage (Mwage993). The results of redefining

the minimum wage variable are striking. In contrast to the 50 per

cent of firms who had minimum wage workers in the first wave,
only 23 per cent of finns retrospectively recorded having

minin’mm wage workers by the time the law was introduced. As

noted above 84 per cent of these indicated that they would have

raised wages even without the minimum wage. Using these
crimria, only 4 per cent of our I-irnls were actually directly affected

by the minimum wage legislation.

We then re-estimate Equation (1) using this redefined measure

of the minimum wage bite, and the results from this analysis are
presented in Table 7.3. None of the estimates on the finn

characteristics entered as control variables change much as a result

of redefining the minimum wage variable    profitable fimas.
foreign-owned companies and finns for which wage cosLs are less

important still appear to have had faster employment growth.

However, there is a striking change in the estimated minimum
wage effect. Whereas in previous specifications the nlinimnnl

wage "bite" variable was small and insignificant, it is now

statistically significant and negative. Firms that had workers

subjected to the minimum wage legislation and who say they
would not have lnor~ased wages (as much) were it not for the

Ic.gislalion have significantly smaller increases in employmem than
other finns.

Table 7.3: The Impact of Minimum Wages on Employment Using
Self-Reported Measure of Minimum Wage Bite

Explanatory Variable (1)(=)" (2)

Constant .17 .26
(.03) (.~3)

Mwage993 -.26" -.30"
(.1.4} (.14I

Irish -.12
(.09)

Export -.04
(.06)

Profit .08
(.o6)

Union .02
(.07)

Wage BiR -.002"
(.001)
-.0001
{.oool)
.o24

434

Toternp99

Rz .01
Sample Size 581

(r:vp,:ndent ~;.~i:,b~ - pcrc,:m:,ge change i. employ,l~n~ ~,r,,~ z998-2oo6~ st:,.d~d
Erl’~,rs in pitretllhtd~s),

= We have also t:.sthnatLK] the model tit this ¢olumn orl Ih¢ restricteci sampIt: used ifl

cohllllll~ (2) and Ihis hlt8 little eff,~cl on Ih¢ resuhs, This is ;lls¢) tntc when "¢¢¢ us¢
the same .vamplc that ~*’as used for tht: results in Tahh: 7.1.
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This self-reported measure of minimum wage "bite" also has to

be interpreted v,,ith care, of course. It could be simply or primarily

identifying firms that are performing poorly, so tile estimated

eml)loyment effect being attributed to tile nlJllinlunl wage lilly in

fact reflect characteristics that are associated with both poor
employment growth and Io’~v wages that are not captured by tile

¯ . .    .           . 4 .
chamcterlstacs mchlded ii*t tile model, lo assess whether tills

seems to be tile case we look first at what firms reported about

the percentage of the compally’s total operating costs accounted
for by wages. We might expect that the firms most affected by tile

legislation should see tile largest increases in their wage bill. This

seems to be tile case. Firnls without a mininlunl wage worker in

1998/99 report that the proportion of total costs accounted for by
lal)ourJ~l/by approximately 1 percemage point. For firms with at

least one minimum wage worker in 1998/99 the proportion of

total costs accounted for by labour increased by 2.5 percenlage

points. Finally firms who reported having a minimum wage

worker and v.,ho stated that they would not have increased wages
in the al)serme of tile legislation saw the proportion of costs

accotulted for lal)our increase by over 7 percentage points. It
seems therefore that the redefined meastlre of illJnilllUln wage bite

is capturir~g l]rms for "~vholll the wage bill increased substantially

relative to ofl~er costs during the periocl ;he minilllUnl wage was
introduced.

One could still argue that this reflects unobserved inefficiencies

within tile firm that could be correlated with employnlent losses. If

our redefined mininlum wage varial)le is siml)ly a proxy for firms
with poor "employnlent-cmating ellaracteristics" then we would

expect to see these firms perform poorly even in file absence of

tile minilnum wage legislation. Since tile employnlent records in
our survey are limited to one observation before and after tile

nlJl~inltlnl ".,,,age legislatiov~ we canllOl calculate acttlal elllploynlent

changes for the firms in other i)eriods. However, in the first wave
of the survey firms were asked to record "if compared 1o the same

period in 1997 their labour force had increased, stayed tile same
or fallen". If the redefined nlinimum wage "bite" variable is simply

captt~ring firms \vilh unfavou~’able unobserved characteristics, then
we might expect to see these firms also displaying relatively poor

employment performance in tile earlier period. This did not seem

to be tile case to any pronounced degree, suggesting that tile self-

assessed lllininlUlll wage "bite" indicator is more thala just a proxy
for unobserved firm-level characteristics.
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7.4
The Inapact of
the Minimum

Wage on Other
Outcomes

While the impact of minimum wages on eml)loyment changes

has attracted most attention in the literature, there have also been

some studies looking :it the nminJmum wages on other tloll-wage

characteristics,s As discussecl in Chapter 4, the second survey

asked firms to irtdicate the impact the minhnum v,,age had on

sevegd other aspects of their company’s operations, inck~ding

hours worked, recruimlent of younger/less experienced staff.

increase in output prices, use of tecllnology/machinet3,, improved

quality of product, staff morale, productivity, subcontracting, staff

turnover, and industrial relations. To statistically estimate time effect

of time minimum wage legislation, we now relate the responses to

these questions to time minimum wage variables defined in this

chapter, and time results are given in Tahle 7.4.

Table 7.4: The Impact of Minimum Wage on Non-Wage Outcomes
Using Ordered Probits

Dependent Variable Minimum Wage Effect
(SLandard Errors in parentheses)

Reduced Hours .79* (.22)
Less Experience .05 (.27)
prices .95" (.19)
Machines .41" (.23)
Quality Output .40" (.20)
Morale .69" (.19)

, Productivity .61" (.22)
Subcontract .81" (.24)
Turnover .71" (.22)

1.1~ .29 .(.28).

We see from these results that fJrnls ITIOSt affected by time
minimunl wage are more likely to have reduced hours, increased

output prices and substituted capital for labour. However, the

effects are not all negative. These firms are also more likely to

report that the quality of their product had improved, that

productivity had increased and that morale was now significantly

higher. However, these changes seem to have had little effect on

industrial relations. These resuhs indicate that firms reacted to the

miniFnunt wage in a variety of ways, and that employment levels

are just part of a larger adjustment process. A somewhat surprising

result is that firms most affected by time minimum wage are more

likely to report an increase in staff turnover as a result of the

legislation. This is in contrast to much of the monopsony literature

5
Holtzer el aL (1998) look at minimum wages and vacancies, Card and Kmcger

(1995) look at a number of is.sues including fringe benefits, output prices and
profit5. Neumark and Wascher (1998) look at training and AarOnSOn (2001) tooks at
the price pass-dlrough effects of minimum wages. Walsh (2001) extends recent
monopsony models of employment to situations where lobs are characterlsed by
two componenLS (a wage and non-wage component). He shows that finns’ respond
to minimum wages I)y reducing the non-~-age component of the job. which in turn
nmy reduce employment even when tile labour supply is upward sloping ill wages.
6

Due tO the nature of ril~ riei~ndcnt wariahle we used all ordered problt for this
part of the analysis.



7.5
Conclusion

that cites rechtcliorLs in turnover :is a potential positive side-effect

of minimum wages. Ho.‘.‘,ever, finns may have found it difficuh to

distinguish tile inll)act of tile nlirlinlilnl wage effect o11 turnover

fronl tile general trend towards increased turnover over tile
period, particularly in certain sectors of tile economy.

This chapter had sought to statistically estimate tile effects of tile

national mininlum wage, notably on enlploytllent levels, using

data for tile firms included in both the suta,ey carried out before
itltroduction and the more recent one at the end of 2000/early

2001. The results sho.‘ved that employment growth among firms
.‘vhich had low-wage workers in the first survey ",,,,as not

significmltly different to that for finns which had no such v,,orkers.

However, it was noted that tile ntinlber of workers below tile
nlininltlnl wage ill tile itirst SLlrvey may be an unsatisfactory

measure of tile "bite" of tile minimum wage. Some workers,

initially below the minimum wage are likely to have their wages
increased over time irrespective of tile legislation. This is likely to

be a particular problem in Ireland wilere wages have been
growing significantly in tile years prior to tile legislation. To

account for this we redefined the nlininlum wage variable to

include only finns who had low wage workers and who slated
that they wouM not have increased wages by as much were it not

Jor the minimum wage legi.~,’lation. When we used this redefined

measure of tile mininlum wage bite we did find a significant

negative employnlent effect. Further analysis suggested that this

result was not driven by unobserved firm-level characteristics

associated with poor enll)Joynlent growth and self-reported wa.ge

restraint. It therefore appears that employnlent growth may indeed
have been reduced among the small nunlber of finns most

severely affected by the minimum wage legislation.



8. CONCLUSIONS

8.1
The Purpose

of the Study

Tile National Minimum Wage was introduced in Ireland in April

2000. This stud}, has looked retrospectively :it the impact of tile
introduction of tile nlininlmll wage. It has been based on a sun,ey

of firms carried out in late 2000/early 2001, commissioned by the

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment, which
interviewed I)oth a substantial proportion of firms already

interviewed in 1999 - for whom the situation "before and after"

the minimum wage can I)e directly compared - and some other
finns. These surveys have I)een used to assess tile impact of tile

minimum wage on employment and wage levels and other

aspects of work organisation among Irish flints. A comprehensive

assessment of tile impact of tile nlinimunl wage, and its success in

meeting its aims, woulcl require complementaW analysis of’
individual and household-level data: here our narrower focus is
determined by the use of information from firms.

8.2

Key
Characteristics

and Trends

In considering the potential impact of tile minimum wage, it is

v,,orth emphasising first that most firnls in most sectors in tile
survey carried out after the introduction of tile nlinilnLlnl wage

said tile), had no employees ixlicl IR,9t.50 or less per hour. The
only sectors where a substantial numl)er of firms had a significant

proportion of their workforce :it that i)ay level were textiles :rod

clothing manufacture, retailing, and hotels/I)ars/resta u rants.
Furthermore, wage costs accounted for about 37 per cent of total

operating costs on average, but for many less than that in firms
with a significant number of low-paid workers.

When asked about trends in their business over tinle, most
sectors and firms were doing well, but certaii1 sectors and types of

firm were doing less unifomlly well or fiicing particular problems.
Overall twice as nlany firnls said their v.,orkforce had increased as

decreased, but the latter was more conlnlon ill textiles and

clothing. Staff turnover had increased in retail and personal
sen, ices, and firms with some low-paid employees were less likely
thal’l others to say that volume had ii’tcreased, Textiles and clothes

manufacturers ancl firms with a significant propotlion of low-paicl

entployees were also less likely than others to say they were

making profits.
When firms were asked what aspects of their operations they

felt to be most difficult, recruiting staff was by fitr tile most

frequently identified. Basic labour costs were also identified :is
important by a substantial proportion of firms, and this proportion
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had risen since tile survey in late 1998/early 1999. This highlights
once again tile tightness of the labour market around the time the
mininmnl ,,’,,age was introduced, a crucial consideration it-* the
impact it is likely to have had on wages and employment.

8.3
Perceptions of

the Impact of
the Minimum

Wage

Finns in the recent survey were also asked a range of questions

about their knowledge of the minimum wage and their l)erception
of its effects. While virtually fill had heard al)out the minimum
v.,age, significant proportions clid not know exactly when it had
been introduced or the exact level at which it was set. Overall
only a small minority had availed of the reduced rates payable for
young/inexperienced workers, though abotu one-quarter of finns
with employees paid llLg4.50 or less per hour had clone so - most
often, the reduced rate for those under 18 years of age.

About 85 per cent of firms said none of their employees had
receivecl an increase in pay as a direct result of the minimum
wage. However, almost half the firms with employees paid
IIL$..4.50 or less said some employees had received such an
increase. Overall, about 5 per cent of employees were said to
have received such an increase; in textiles and clothing, retailing
and hotels/restaurants/bars that figure was in the 7-12 per cent
range. About 13 per cent of firms said that tile}, had to increase
pay rotes for some employees above the minimum wage to restore
differentials.

However, over 80 per cent of firms said that, in the light of
trends in the Irish labour market, they would have had to increase
wage rates anyway up to the minimunl wage level.
Correspondingly, only 16 per cent of firms said that the minimum
wage directly increased their labour costs, and for half of these the
increase was less than 5 percentage points.

When asked about tim impact on employment, only 5 per cent
of respondents (16 per cent in firnls with significant numbers of
lov,,-paid employees) said they would he employing more people
today in the absence of the minimum wage. This additional
employment would represent fin extra 5,000 employees across all
finns in the population. However, ahnost half of this total v.,as in
firms which (lid not actually employ anyone paid II~/t.50 or less.
This, and the extent of the general pressure on wage levels,
suggests that the figure of 5,000 extra jobs is an over-estimate.

8.4
Changes in

Pay Structures

There was a vet), substantial reduction between tile two surveys

in tile percentage of workers earning ll~r~.50 per hour or less -
from 21 per cent in 1999 to just over 4 per cent in 2001. Full-time
employees continued to have a substantially lower risk of being
low paid than their part-time counterparts. Those engaged in tile
Hotel/Restaurant/Bar and Retail sectors had a mtich higher risk of
being low paid than those involved in other areas of economic
activity. Notwithstanding major reductions in risk figures in all
sectors between 1999 and 2001, both Retail and Hotels/



Restaurants/Bars still clisplayed very high risk levels relative to
other sectors. Women had a higher risk than men, even when full-
tinle/part-time status was taken into account.

Tile percentage in tile lowest hourly basic pay category was
strongly related to age. As many as 50 percent of workers aged
18 years or less were in tile lowest basic pay category in tile 2001
survey. The comparable figure for tile 19-25 year old group was 7
per cent and 1.4 per cent for those aged 26 years or more. Finally,
time main concentrations of minimum wage workers in I)oth
surveys were in occupational grades which were related to Sales
and Personal Services.

8.5
Changes in the

Common
Sample of

Firms

We then considered changes in the structure of employment at

tile level of tile indiviclu:d firm for tile sul)-sanlple of cases which
participated in both rounds of tile survey. The probability of going
out of business over the period was most strongly related to their
having experienced a fall in their profit levels over tile preceding
12-month period. Tile intensity of minimum wage workers in tile
workforce ctid not. appear to be a thctor influencing that
probability.

As one would expect in tile light of time cross-sectional results,
only a small percentages of firms remained with persistently high
levels of mininmm wage employees over the period in question
anti very few actually increased tile percentage of their workforce
paid at this level. The firms in question appeared to be
concentrated principally in the retail sector, witlm some lesser
concentrations in the Hotel/Restaurant/Bar sector.

8.6
Econometric
Estimates of

the
Employment

Effects

Statistical analysis of firnls present in tile two surveys showed

that employment growth among firms which had low-wage
workers in time first sur,,ey was not significantly different to that
alllOllg firms which ]lad no such workers. However, tile number
of workers below the minimum wage in the first sun, ey may not
be a satislhctory measure of tile "bite" of time illininltlnl wage,
hecause some of those workers woulcl have seen their wages
increase over time irrespective of tile legislation. Including only
firlllS veho had low wage workers and who slated thal they tvould
not have increased wages I~F as math were it nol /br the mininltlm

wage legislalio*L employment growth may have been reduced
among the small number of firms most severely affected by tile
minimum wage legislation.

8.7
Recent

Developments
and Future

Prospects

Since its original introduction in April 2001, tile minimum wage

was increased from IR£4.40 to IR.f/i.70 for experienced aduh
workers, with corresponding increases in the SUb-nlinJlllLInl rates.
In the context of the Programme for Prosperity and Fairness (PPF),
:Is part of tile agreement on pay and conclitiolls of elnl~/oynlent
between unions and employer organisations, tile ICTU anti IBEC



agreed to put to tile Goverlllllei’~t the position that tile nlinilllum
wage be adjusted to IR~4.70 from 1 July 2001 and to IIL~5 from 1

October 2002. "File legislation introducing tile minimum wage

gives discretion to tile Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment to decide on changes in tile level specified for the

Minimum Wage, having consulted appropriately. There is thus no

proceclure or agreed policy with respect to indexation of that level
as prices and earnings increase. While the increases envisaged in

the PPF may have the effect of indexalion broadly in line with

average earnings, the issue remains entirely open as to how the

minimum wage will be adjusted over time in tile furore.

Experience in other countries suggests that this v,:ill lye absolutely

critical to its long-term impact. It also suggests that a policy of
relatively small changes at for example annual intervals is much

less disruptive than major up-ratings implemented with long gaps
in between. In many respects the introcluction of the nlJflimtlnl

wage in Ireland was relatively smooth primarily because it took

place at a illOS1 unl.lSl.lal lime, when wage growth was so rapid;

the challenge is now to design a way of increasing it smoothly

over time so that it has the desired effects at minimum cost.
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